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“by Sarah Rosenson
and Tricia Gaughan
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vices (GUPS)

still far from

agreement

on a wage hike for the year beginning
February

1.

ry

Herman Jaffe, the representative of
the Federation
of Special Police and
Law Enforcement Officers has said
that unless the 35 GUPS officers receive the 15% raise the union is demanding, “you're going-to end up
with a lot of guys leaving-a lot of
quality-type men leaving—with work‘ers who are almost the same type as
the ones who work with the guard
agencies.” Jaffe characterized, guard
“agency personnel as being the type
who are used to watching a pile of
bricks.
Georgetown

University

has made a

“best offer” of 8%.
At the latest round of negotiations
Wednesday,
Director
of Personnel

Ken Cubitt said that the University
has always been interested in keeping
employees’ pay at a reasonable rate.

(15%), 2 adding

that

there

group

necessarily

among
plained.
The

has

a

other

groups,”

union’s

demand

reaction
Lamb

is

‘ex-

based

on

the loss of purchasing power experienced by GUPS officers over the per-

wages

are

‘‘competitive

in the

his concern

that

area.’

quality

officers would leave or be forced to
take on part-timé jobs in their offduty hours, diminishing their effectwo years, Washington-area inflation
has risen 22%
22% while wages rose at on- , tiveness. He was particularly concerned with the added responsibility
ly 7 and 8%; a loss of 7%.
for each officer as the GU campus
At the first negotiating session
has grown and its neighborhood
has
December 1, the union asked for an

iod

of their

18%

wage

contract.

hike

to account

loss and

expected

this

GU

year.

During

the last

for. that

inflation

offered

7%

of 11%

at the next

session December 9.
The difference between the current offers of 15 and 8%, though substantial, would only represent additional expenditure of $35,000 since
the number of employees involved is

so small.

>

become more dangerous.
The union Has offered to submit to

“last

undef.

which

a committee

chooses either the Union’s or the University’s best offer (8 or 15%).
The University, however, has stuck

by its 8% offer.

No date has been set for the next
round

Still,” Lamb countered that the increase was not necessary since GU’'s

best offer binding arbitration,”

a system

of

negotiations,

but

graduation

Cubitt

said he would be willing to continue
the negotiations.

Copy

would

keep

i

at

a reasonable
\

The negotiations with GUPS are
but the first in a series of contract
talks scheduled for this year. The
University’s agreement with the union
and hospital workers expires. in June.
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BINDERY, INC.

MANCHESTER,

Cubitt added that, ‘If our offer
goes above 8%, I'll be very surprised.”
By the end of the meeting, neither
party had budged. Jaffe admitted that
“the situation here seems to be a
stalemate.”
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rate}

representing

This

over

5,000

maintenance

consideration

led = Charles

Lamb III, Director of Public Safety,
to conclude that ‘“‘the University is
not in a position to make that kind

being open, and all the water in the

house being turned on.
The incident was recently reported to the Georgetown University Protective

J7

Sarah Rosenson

papers, although
that prospect is
not confirmed.
Editor-In-Chief
Contacted
at her home,
Mrs.
The
University
is currently
neLeland Hayward Harriman stressed’
gotiating with Averill Harriman re- . that
many
universities,
including
garding the possibility of acquiring
GU, had asked for the papers, but
his papers.
added that no decision had been
made. “It’s an entire rumor,” :she::
- Harriman,
ambassador
to:
the
said.
USSR and Britain during World 11
When asked if the deal with Harand
special
assistant
to
President
riman. might involve more than just
Truman, has served in government
his papers, University Librarian Joe
intermittently
since the Roosevelt
Jeffs admitted there was ‘‘something
Administration.
else,” but declined to elaborate. In
December
the HOYA
received
a
Several
high-placed -administraphone call from an anonymous man
tive
sources
have
indicated
that
the ‘University is at sensitive stages
who said the deal could also involve a
of talks with Harriman. They have
donation of money.
confirmed
that GU
may get the
Professor Jules Davids, who is
: by Len Schoppa

HOY A Associate Editor

of the Gay People of Georgetown
(GPGU) and the Gay Rights Coalition of the Law Center against the

D.C. Superior Court Judge Sylvia
Bacon has recently ruled on several

University.

motions

from

that

have

changed

the

case

Judge

Bacon

Judge

took

Leonard

the

case

Braman

over

he retired this summer, and University lawyers requested her to reconsider some of his rulings, The GPGU/
GRC are suing for official. recognition and funding as student groups,

when

“and the trial is scheduled to start on

Report That Polish Envoy Is
‘Coming to GU Questioned
by Pat Singer
HOYA

Romuald

Contributing

Spasowski,

Editor

the

Polish

ambassador to the U.S. who defected
in December, has been offered a teaching position at Georgetown and American Universities.
According to the December 22 issue of the Washington Post, Spasowski “has accepted and will start in the
spring.’

That

‘report,

however,

has

been denied by public relations officials at both universities.
“An offer has been made to teach
in the School of Foreign Service, but
he has not replied to us in writing,”
said Wes Christianson, Director of
GU
Public. Relations. When' questioned further, Christianson ddmitted that GU had received no response,
written or spoken.
Public relations officials at American University responded in kind,

saying, “A position has been offered
to Ambassador Spasowski. His plans,
at the moment, -are undecided.”
"When contacted at the Post, Donnie Radcliffe, the writer of the original report that Spasowski had accepted the “joint professorship in Polish
Studies,” stuck by his story, saying
his sources had given the information
to him in confidence.
Spasowski’s representative at the.
State Department was.unable to con‘firm or deny the report.
The Polish ambassador has been
Poland’s envoy to five countries, and
his: tour of duty here, beginning in
1978, was his second period of service as ambassador to the U.S.
Spasowski, who had shown signs
of distress about events in his home
country, had been scheduled to return
to Poland in January, so even before

‘his decision, friends at the State Department”

were

already

speculating

about his possible defection.

Eebruary 22.
Judge Bacon has yet to rule on a
motion that could change the entire
basis of the ‘trial. She must reconsider
Judge Braman’s previous ruling that
Georgetown has unquestionably violated the D.C. Human Rights Act by
discriminating on the basis of sexual
orientation.
The only issue to be decided at the®
February trial is whether Georgetown
is immune from having to obey the
D.C. law, since being forced to charter gay groups would contradict Catholic teaching and thus violate GU’s
constitutionally protected right to
free religious exercise.
However, the University lawyers
have

asked

Judge

Bacon

to reconsid-

er the question of whether Georgetown is in fact discriminating in vio-

lation of the D.C. Human Rights Act.
The Judge is expected to rule on this
issue any day. She has already handed down several other rulings.
The
GPGU’s
argument
is that
Georgetown is not a religious institu-"
tion and
must
therefore obey
the

' D.C. Human Rights Act. However, if
the court found GU to be a religious
continued on page 2

behavior

of the

students . was totally inappropriate
for a formal academic program. Not
just faculty were .outraged but a
number of parents and students.”
In a letter to the University Board
of Directors last June, Father Healy
described
the
’'81
graduation
as
“shouting upper-middle class white
kids, demonstrating their social status
by spraying the landscape with champagne (making) an image no one

Services

(GUPS)

and

in conjunction with
Metropolitan Police

president

the 2nd District
Department on

Harrison.

believes

that this recent incident may be the
result of an altercation that he had
with the suspect Saturday, January
16. Harrison found the suspect sleeping in the house and told him: to
leave. It was later discovered that a
‘window and the lock on the back
door had been broken in order to
gain entrance into the house. Harri-

discussions, and George M. Barringer,
head of Lauinger Special Collections,
has reportedly viewed the papers.

HOYA

Stalf

be
coming
to
30 for the Berger

Writer

issue.

senior

members

of

‘Father

Healy

took the time

and has tried to communicate with
the students. They might not lik
what’s come out as a possibility, but
he spent the time. It’s unfair to vie
this situation as the administrati
trying to ‘strong arm’ again,” said
Freeze.
;
Currently, possible plans for graduation call for honorary degrees to
be given out on Saturday evening ata
convocation
for graduate
“special

students

only.

Each

undergraduate

school would confer its degrees at
separate locations on campus Sunday
afternoon, with no main graduation
speaker scheduled.

Either

Father

Healy

or

Father

Freeze would be present at each
of the five ceremonies; which would
hopefully
consist of the personal
awarding of degrees by the deans. A
university-wide reception would
fo
low for all new graduates, Sonrdingie
continued on page 3

being
Lecesse

informed

Harrison and Skonberg that ‘Soul
Night’ was merely being moved to
Sunday. According to Orzechowski
the switch was prompted by financial
reasons and because too many nonGU students were attending the Pub
on Tuesdays. Lecesse showed Harrison and Skonberg financial accounts
which showed the Pub losing approximately $400 per year because of the

Editor

A budget option constituting a
$1080 tuition increase for 1982-83
and a ten percent increase in full-time
faculty
salaries was approved last
Wednesday by the Main Campus Finance Committee as its recommendation to GU Provost J. Donald Freeze,
S.J. The option passed by a vote of
8-1-2, with student representatives
Steve Skonberg dissenting and Mary
Talyor and Ken Hickox abstaining.
A 27.7 percent increase in undergraduate student aid, from $3,311,560.
to $4,230,000 ‘also contributed to
‘the 18% tuition hike, as did a $2000
increase
needed
for
Intercultural
Center audio-visual materials and an
eight percent increase in staff salaries.
The option allows for no increase in

crowded

out.

The

Pub’s not

consulting with us reflects the insensitivity that many people feel on the
campus.” Harrison also stated that
the Pub underestimated the importance of thé night to the Black community.
g
A
Members of the Black community
met last night to decide whether to
accept
Sunday
night
scheduling
compromise

or

continue

the move and to hold a

to

sit-in.

protest

=i

$1,080 Hike in Tuition

part-time faculty salaries. The Provost’s office will consider this option
as it formulates the University’s 198283 budget this spring.
|
The MCEC also reviewed a fiveyear report on the University’ s operations .presented by Main Campus Fi-

by Kelly Reilly
News

and

A conflict between the GU Center Pub and certain student organizations began last week when rumors
the only ather night of the week on
spread around campus that the Pub
which the Pub lost money. He ad
had cancelled its ‘Soul Night.”” These - that Tuesday night would becom
, rumors were reinforced by an articie
either a swing or 50s night.
io
4
in the Voice on Tuesday which reHarrison, who is leading the fight
ported that the Pub was cancelling
against the decision, was unhappy
“Soul Night” for financial and other
withthe way the Pub handled the sitreasons. These rumors and protests
uation. “I wish Joe (Lecesse) “had
from concerned students resulted in
gotten in contact with me last semesa meeting on Monday night between
ter.” He added that ‘‘unfortunately,
Pub General Manager Joe Lecesse,
the issue boils down to a racial, culPub
Manager
Frank
Orzechowski,
tural one. A lot of people feel that
Black
Student
Alliance
President
the move is the beginning of the end,
Claude Harrison and Student Senator
that we (the Black community) are

Committee Approves
HOYA

junior

poor record of Tuesday nights. Ore
~ chowski also said that a meeting of
all Pub managers was held last week
and+it was decided that “Soul Night”
would be moved to Sunday night,

by Matt Falvey

Steve Skonberg.
At the meeting

writing the next body of Harriman’s
memoirs, has been involved in the

Harriman
will
Georgetown March
Lecture.

with

each school’s academic council and
the Student Senate on the last day of
classes last semester to discuss the

a war-

the case. According to Sgt. Christian
of GUPS, the suspect also has a warrant out for his arrest for another in-/
cident.
BSA

wants attached to this university. In
this city and in this time, the whole
performance. is repulsive
beyond,
any words | have to qualify it.’
Father Healy contacted and met

Pub and Students Clash
Over Schedulin g of Soul

rant for the suspect’s arrest has been
issued. GUPS has since been working

Harriman May Donate Papers to GU

Judge Rules on Key GPGU Argument
by

it “a disgrace; the

Editor

He noted that “It’s our opinion that
8%

Father Freeze expressed concern
that last year’s champagne-spraying
scene might be repeated. He termed

son said, “‘the guy had been hanging
around last semester and was asked
to show his I.D. He probably used his
The Black Student Alliance (BSA)
old 1.D. which is why no one took
was broken into and vandalized re- | any notice.”
cently by a former Georgetown UniThe BSA and GUPS are asking
versity student, according to BSA
anyone with any information to conpresident Claude Harrison.
tact either €laude Harrison or GeorgeAlliance members Dennis Reid
town University Protective Services
and Kevin Hicks entered the house
at 625-4343.
last Tuesday and found an “ice palace’ that Harrison said resulted from
the heat being turned off, windows
" HOYA

ficers at the other area Universities.
Jaffe,
however,
insists that the
quality of GU security is in jeopardy.

voiced

of the

by Todd Robinson

He noted that GUPS officers il
more than Virginia State Police, less
than Maryland State Police; less than
Howard’s officers, more than the of-

He

behavior

BSA House Vandalized;
Warrant Out for Suspect
‘
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a
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Several rounds of negotiations have
left Georgetown University and the
union representing GU Protective Ser-

offer

would be a “spillover” effect on other
employees.
‘Whatever
transpires
with
one

a large

the

nance Officer Mel Bell. The report revealed that among GU’s auxiliary en-terprises, the Bookstore experienced
a $175,895 surplus (seven percent of
its budget) in 1981, while Marriott’s.
main campus food service had a five
- percent

budget

surplus.

ON CAMPUS
Film: Altered States, Friday, January 22 and Saturday, January 23,

LA-6, 8 p.m., $2.50/$1.50 SES.
Men’s
Basketball:
Georgetown
versus Villanova, Capital Centre, 8
p.m., Monday, January 25.
Lecture: Talk by David Webb, expert on space and international affairs, on “Unispace World Conference.” Friday, January 22, 6 p.m.,
Henle 18 (Space Tech House).
HOYA
those

Recruitment
interested

in

Party:

All

joining

the

HOYA come down and meet the
staff, Friday, January 22, S p.m.,
Copley

Basement.

BY CHRIS CALLSEN
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GUPS Wage Talks Stalled
by Len Schoppa
and Bill Latham

for

years:
the school’s grounds
cannot
accommodate the more than 12,000
chairs necessary to seat guests; the

EF

aTe
me

7

The Jesuits enjoyed steamed vegetables Wednesday night when a steampipe burst in the Community's kitchen.
Mistaking the steam for smoke, an unidentified caller alerted GUPS, who notified the fire department. Although
six fire trucks responded to the call, the situation was described by one GUPS officer as ‘not really that serious.’

in graduation ceremonies

the classes of 1982 and ’83, and no
decision will be rendered for at least
a few weeks, according to Provost J.
Donald Freeze, S. J.
Various reasons have been given by
‘the administration for changing from
the traditional ceremonies of previous
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GU President Timothy Healy, S. J.,
still.
“mulling
over’
possible

changes

E

ceremony;

Class of ’81 during their graduation.

HOYA
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A

| Healy Contem plates Changes

Chairman of Economic Department Bradley Billings argues for a 10% faculty pay raise.
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Special Housing May be Curtailed

GPGUhy

from page 1

institution, then the GPGU’s contingency argument was that the University’s acceptance of millions of dollars of federal money violates the Es-

of the

constitu-

Recommendations that the scope
of special interest housing programs,
particularly those located in Henleville, be modified will be discussed
by
the
Student
Life - Committee
(SLC) Friday.

state-supported

religion.
lawyers

requested

that the Establishment Clause issue
be thrown out of the case, and Judge
the

motion.

This case

The committee voiced no objections to the proposal in a brief discussion last Friday after the Special Interest Housing Committee of the Office of Residence Life presented its
Fall Report.
.

:
¥

the case

approved
by Student Government
November 8 and amended by the Student Activities Commission in early
December.
SLC
chairman Michael
Foley originally questioned the authority of the SAC to formulate such
a board at the SLC’s December 4
meeting. Discussion on the issue will
continue this afternoon at 4:15 in
the Village ‘A’ Community. Room.

since they were not mem-

overturn Judge Braman’s ruling that
the gay groups could use the words
“Georgetown University’ in their ti~ tles. He had ruled that no confusion
or harm resulted from the use of the

name.
Georgetown

also asked Bacon

rule that the GPGU’s expert witness,
Dr. Daniel C. Maguire of Marquette,
not be allowed to testify at the trial.
24
Judge~ Bacon
ruled
that Maguire

~~
~

*

“shall not be permitted to testify
concerning
intra-faith
differences
within the Catholic Church on homo- sexuality but may, if it becomes rele-

vant, testify

Catholic

According

to

on the position of the

Professor Michael Foley,

In the early 1900’s, mortmain laws
continued on page 3

Chairman of the Student Life Committee

by Jamie Coakley
HOYA

Georgetown

demic

Society,

Asst. News Editor

University’s

ranked

first

Philo-

in the

nation five times in the past decade,
has established itself as one of the
finest debate programs in the entire
United States. When this year’s Na-

- SEMI-ANNUAL
SALE
eo Calculators
e Television

the

out

of special

period. Roommate conflicts, difficulties in moderating project activities,
and a lack of interaction among the
various projects were also cited in the
Housing Committee’s report.
Moving the smaller special interest
housing groups to available space in
Loyola will increase the availability
of Henle apartments in the lottery

‘projects

without

reducing

space

needed

3
4
Ae

to

house freshmen. In addition, accord/ ing to the report, since Loyola Hall is
“one of the least desirable locations
on campus,” moving special interest

International

housing

there

would

ensure

the

stu-

dents were truly interested in the
housing experience and not merely in
obtaining

a Henleville apartment

out-

side of the lottery process.

Associate

Dean of
the concept of special interest housing at
Georgetown is good; but the format,
specific location, and size of the housing should be modified.” Specifically,
the approved report states that the

Debate Ranked High Despite Funding

discussion of matters not consistent -

>
§

and

dropped

"Residence Life Susan Pervi,

Church with regard to the

with its tenets.”
A new development in the case was
the discovery by GPGU- lawyers of
the 1905
Supreme Court case of
Speer v. Colbert.

to

Harbin,

65

Henleville residents during the same

Students House (ISH) in Ryder Hall:
A number of difficulties have been
associated with housing special interest groups in Henleville. Of the 13 apartments
currently housing these
groups, only three retained their originally proposed members during the
Fall ’81 semester. Thirteen members

its review of the Publications Board

‘bers of either group and thus were
not personally harmed.
However, Judge Bacon refused to

~

ninth

of

Henle houses last fall, while there
were no drops for the rest of the 395

will be limited in the future to the
four programs currently operating on
campus: the Arts Hall Project (AHP)
of Xavier Hall, the District Action
Project (DAP) on the first floor Copley, the Living-Learning Floor of)

In other discussions, the SLC, in
capacity as a hearing board, continued

Judge Bacon also granted Georgetown’s motion that three law school
professors no longer be plaintiffs in

\

out

e Stereo
eo Accessories

: SOUND ELECTRONICS OF GEORGETOWN
36th and O Streets, N.W. * 965-7444
One block from Georgetown

University

cut back on tournaments. “It’s a retional Debate Championships are held
ality we have to live with,” he said.
in Talahassee during the first week of
One member of the University adApril, Georgetown is likely to ranked
ministration said ‘Professor Unger
as one of the top five teams in the
nation, according to Bradley Ziff, the
(the director of the debate team) and
Assistant Director of the program.
the students have to dig into their
That tournament, sponsored by
own. pockets to go to fousaments
the American Forensic Association, a
and compete.”
Georgetown runs a Sum
Degroup made up of directors of college
forensic teams across the U.S., will
bate Institute for high school debaters that is the 'second largest program
include 62 of the nations’s best colof its kind in the country. While the
lege debate teams. The topic for this
program
is administered
by
the
year’s debate, as chosen by the As-School for Summer and Continuing
"sociation, is curtailing the power of
Education, many members of the
labor unions.” Last year, Georgetown
Philodemic Society ‘assist in running
lost in the octo-finals of that tournait.
ment. They last won the championProfessor James L. Unger, director
ship in 1977.
of the debate team, is also the direcDespite its tremendous success,
tor of the Institute. According to
the Philodemic Society has a budget
Ziff, “we (the Society) bring in stuof about one-third to one-fifth the
dents, ‘we conduct classes, run a
size of other debate teams of its calitournament at the end, bring in guest
ber, said Ziff. According to Ziff,
lecturers . . . all on a salary basis.”
some of the schools with much larger
The University keeps all the money
budgets are the University of Redfrom the Institute, said Ziff. This, he
lands (California), Dartmouth, Westclaimed, is “not typical of other
ern Georgia, the University of Kansas,
schools.”” Some other schools’ sumand the University of Pittsburgh.
mer debate programs ‘“‘are run by the
* Although Ziff says the Student
debate society, and the society conActivities
Commission
has
been
continued on page 3
“very generous,” the team has had to |

Professor Joseph O'Connor questioned the scope of the SAC's jurisdiction as the SLC continued its debate last week over the Publications

News Briefs
will air at 10:30 p.m. on Tuesdays
and will be rebroadcast at 10:30 on
Saturday
mornings
on WETA-TV,
Channel 26.
“American Interests’ focuses each
week on a single aspect of America’s
role in international affairs, and draws
- panelists from journalism, government, business and academe.

“An Evening With Art Buchwald,”
sponsored

by

the

Business

and

Pro-

fessional Association of Georgetown
for the benefit of the Georgetown

Children’s

House,

will

be

held on

Tuesday, Febtuary 9 at 8 p.m. in
Gaston Hall. Admission is $7.50 per
person,

and tickets are on sale now

at

the GU Bookstore. For further information, call 333-3577.

The

‘American Interests,” the weekly
television series devoted to foreign
affairs and moderated by SFS Dean
Peter Krogh, will be distributed to ail
PBS-TV stations nationwide starting
this month.
In the Washington area, the show

D.C.

Hotline

began

a training

program for people interested in volunteering on January 20th. The Hotline is a community-based

crisis inter-

vention listening and referral telephone service. Prospective volunteers
will be trained in communication
skills and hotline techniques. For further information call 462-6690.

STUDENTS, PROFESSORS, ADMINISTRATORS
WELCOME BACK FROM A WELL-DESERVED BREAK

KINKO’S COPIES
IS NOW OFFERING A WIDER RANGE OF SERVICES
TO THE GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY.
INDIVIDUAL DEPARTMENTAL CHARGE ACCOUNTS
e REPRODUCTION OF RESERVED READING FOR

PROFESSORS
* PICK UP AND DELIVERY
AS USUAL...QUALITY PHOTO COPIES “BETTER THAN
THE ORIGINAL,” PLUS BINDING SERVICE

3409 M. STREET
HOURS:

MON-THUR

965-1414
FRI 8:30-5:30 SAT

8:30 AM-7:00 PM

9-5

HIGHLIGHTING
If you're a language graduate who's looking to go as far as your
talent will take you, take a look at Joan and Glenn.
Two language majors who refused to settle for less than an
exciting career.

As NSA linguists, they now work on a wide range of challenging
assignments involving translation, transcription, and analysis/
reporting that contribute to the production of vital foreign intelligence information.
They can count on receiving advanced training in their primary
language(s) along with many years of continued professional
growth. Each has opporutnities to travel and enjoys the numerous
cultural, recreational and educational advantages of being home
based in one of the most exciting growth regions of the 1980's —
the Baltimore/Washington metropolitan area.

If you are proficient in a Slavic, Near Eastern or Asian language,
the National Security Agency offers you the very same career
opportunity.
Salaries at NSA start at the GS-7 level for those who have earned
a BA degree. Moreover, you will have all the additional benefits
of federal employment.
United States citizenship is required for all NSA careerer positions.
So don’t compromise you talent.
Translate your language skill into something much more by
scheduling an interview with the National Security
Agency through your college placement office.

The National @

SecurityAgency ‘4%
3w
More than justa career.

>

Sale *25....v 50
Includes Blow-Dry

“Offer

Expires

February

1S,

1982

Other services available including Permanents, Tinting & Hennas
For men and women

oubbles

5

:

WR

upheld

housing

in

TE

Bacon

is based on a D.C. law, and the D.C.
Superior Court does not have jurisdiction over cases based on the Federal constitution. However, this ruling does not preclude the GPGU
from filing a case based on the Establishment Clause in Federal Court if
they lose in the D.C. court.

interest

living

oF
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~~
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~~

Larger

now

ete

Georgetown’s

students

Haircutters
2020 K St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 659-5009
2400 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. Washington, D.C. 338-0909
205 Pennsylvania Ave., S.E. Washington, D.C. 543-1245
Wisconsin Avenue Open Sundays

No Appointments

Necessary

Long Hair and Additional Work

Slightly More

*
£

RN

of

sme

forbids

small-group special interest housing
(most of them language houses located in Henle apartments since 1975)
be reduced from 60 to 40, and that
all these groups be given housing in
Loyola Hall.

News Editor

BY CHRIS CALLSEN

Clause

tion, which

number
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tracts with the University,” asserted
Ziff. “When Northwestern or Redlands has a huge budget, that reflects
the money they make from summer
programs,’ he stated.
Associate Dean of the School for
Summer and Continuing Education
Gerald J. Sullivan said, “I personally
think that (the debate team) should
be given more support,” and added
that he ““wouldn’t mind” a mandate
calling for it.
The
Summer
Debate
Institute,
said Ziff, is one of the University’s
biggest boons to admissions. “Over
2,000 applicants list debate as one of
their
extra-curricular
activities
in
high school,” he stated.
Ziff said he knew people from the
admissions office who were “‘astound-

by John P. McCarthy .
Staff Writer

+ The worst snow storm in two years
coupled with an Air Florida plane
crash and a fatal Metro accident paralyzed
the
Washington
area
last
week,
forcing classes to be cancelled on the first day of the Spring
semester.

Classes

were also cancelled

at the GU Law and Medical Centers.
. The transportation crisis triggered
by ‘the accumulation of six to eight

inches

of snow,

the

closing

Orange

and Blue lines of the subway

of the

14th St. Bridge, the main artery into
the city from Virginia, shut down the
non-essential parts of the federal government. Provost J. Donald Freeze,
S.J. decide to follow suit, after consulting with University Vice President

and

Medical

Centers.

vard,

collecting

The last time that classes were cancelled was three years ago, on February 19th and 20th, 1979, when 19
inches of snow fell on the city in less
than 72 hours. Classes were suspended on both the Main Campus and
Law Center at that time.

Dartmouth,

‘Veterans Association, the team held :
a public policy debate on the defense

The Hoya Staffis looking for writers and
photographers interested in covering all aspects 2
of Georgetown and D.C. New beats,

George

at the HOYA Recruitment Party—

)

Tonight, 5 p.m.

team are John Barrett and Paul Bland.

HOYA Office, Copley Basement

~ Spring Break 1982

|

¥

Li

assingments and munchies will be handed out

Both are juniors and both are majoring in Government,
Of the current 35 members of the
Society, only about fifteen debate
competitively against other schools;
Foandef John Carroll gets snowed as the weather, combined with transportation disasters last Wednesday, forced University administrators to
cancel classes for the first time in three years.

In The Bahamas!
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Judge Rules on GPGU Arguments
forbade gifts to any ministers or re. ligious denominations that were bequeathed less than one month before
the donor's death. The purpose of

To

these

laws

groups

Nx
1)

was

from

Us.

to prevent

religious

‘‘selling’ their comfort-

ing services to dying people.

aby
1

he died. His family claimed that this
illegal,

all the

but

way

Georgetown fought

to the

Supreme

Court

saying that it was not a religious institution.
A brief filed by Georgetown in
that

case

town

pointed

received

out

for the purpose of in-

that

its charter

George-

from

the

fore

to GPGU

argued

and

is arguing

D.C.

1905

won

Human

Rights

on

the

same basis

v. Colbert

is not

* Roundtrip Jet Flight from Washington to Freeport,

:

®

precedent.
While
not a minister or

:
®

church in the sense defined by mort-

Neither mortmain

Luxury Hotel accomodations
Hotel. Transfers

v

a

reserved on a first come, first serve basis. |

reception.

Freeze.
College
of Arts
and
Sciences
(CAS)
academic
council president
Judy Costello, who was present at
the meeting with Healy, told the
HOYA
that only a few students
spoke out at the meeting and that
they generally “voiced a preference
for a traditional ceremony.
When asked about students’ negative feelings about not graduating
with their friends from other schools,
Freeze stated, “They'll be together "

Mass and the

you

Does

graduate

it really matter
30

yards

away

that

answer theiproblem. If it works, we’d

from

‘be very encouraged. You don’t get
dressed up in cap and gown to go
play in a sandbox.”

your friend in the Business School?”
The
above
ceremony
modifications

are

just

proposals

and

not

Call Chris Dunnaville Now!

:

onssimri lf

337-28900r 337-0173
a
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Baccalaureate

Harbour

Deadline: Jan. 29,1982

Graduation:

for the

Lucayan

Entire Package for just $379

laws nor any oth-

ers forbid church-related institutions,
such as parochial schools, from accepting private or public:monies.

this case is very beneficial to
gay groups, since it reinforces

at the

1 ® Hotel: gratuities, taxes, surcharges
“® Plus a Welcome Party (Rum Smash)

main laws, it is sufficiently affiliated
“with the Catholic Church to be protected by the Free Exercise clause.

Ron

14-21

Trip Includes:

case, Georgetown

that Speer

an
important
Georgetown
is

Bogard
the

the

the

that the GPGU is arguing today.
The University, on the other hand,

. .

lawyer

obey

Act. In

The Supreme Court ruled in that
case that Georgetown ‘is not a sect, arian institution,” and so the University won the case. It is unclear what
effect, if any, the Speer v. Colbert
case will have on Judge Bacon’s decision in the GPGU case.

According

~ March%- 14 or March

their Sontention that Georetown is
a secular institution and must there-

* “Under what theory it can successfully be contended, or even seriously
argued, that Georgetown College is a
religious or denominational institution it is difficult to imagine,

One man bequeathed $5000 to
Georgetown just two weeks before
‘was

Congress

structing youth in the liberal arts and’
sciences. The brief says that:

i!

works. ...|

the Summer
added that ‘‘a
students who
‘become en-

Baylor,

ia

Keep up on how the Crvariy

Mason, Navy and others. They do
most of their travelling by car, said
Ziff, and they fly only when it’s necessary.’
The top two debaters on this year’s

Mainte-

and

re-

nt

ay

budget. Last semester, members of
the Society helped Father Francis
high school programs as aides or- Winters with debates in his Masters 22 Z
judges and sometimes work with the
of Science program. And just last
team on outside activities. “The kids week, Georgetown hosted the nationare becoming attached to what they al high school debating championconsider to be avery good educationships.
al apparatus,” Ziff added.
The Philodemic Society was estabIn addition to competing against
lished in 1830. Last year, the Ameri- §
1
other schools, the Philodemic Society
can Forensic Association named ‘the
4
is involved in other debate-oriented
Society’s director, Professor James L.
activities. In March: of last year, at
Unger, best coach of the decade and
od
‘the request of the American Jewish
best judge of the decade.

up coming here.”
This spring, the team will be ¢competing against such schools as Har-

crews were on the job, however,

* clearing away snow
overtime wages.

members

i

to 25 hours a week, he stated. The
others sometimes work with area

tranced with the University and end

for Administration and Facilities, Wil:
liam .A. Miller, and the heads of the
Law

Ziff. Competing

ed by the number of kids who knew
- Georgetown
through
Debate Institute.” Ziff
large number’ of the
attend
the Institute

system, and the incapacitation of the

‘nance

said

search their topics approximately 20

y

—

Blankets
School
HOYA

4

bo

Snowfall

“Debate

#

the

administration’s only alternative; the
final decision could either be to stay
with the traditional ceremony or to
experiment. “If graduation doesn’t
work out -this year, however, Father
Healy’s threat to cancel graduation|
ceremonies
altogether
might
go
through,”
Father
Freeze
warned.
“We have tried the normal to stop
it—this
proposal is an attempt to

& Lomb
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Whose Gradustion?
Whose graduation are we talking about
+
anyway?
Common sense would tell you that it’s the

Fr. J. Donald Freeze (re: “possible” changes
in the graduation ceremony): “Father Healy
| took the time and has tried to communicate
with the students. They might not like what’s

ents of graduates also consider the day “theirs.”

commitment has not been considered with the’
care

and forethought necessary. Accomplishing the occasional Special Interest
events should not be as painful as pulling teeth,

You pick up the HOYA on Friday morning
in front of the library and give it a sideways
glance. You are on the cover, and the headline
marches proudly across the page and announces
to the whole Hilltop community that you have
swindled Vital Vittles out of its entire Entenmann shipment (chocolate chip cookies and

all).

The

entire

story

is inaccurate,

but

HOYA

offices (in Copley basement), and talk

to Kara the ombudsman
with

confidence

that

(person? woman? girl?) .

the matter will be investi-

gated with fairness and ahjectivity:
The HOYA is a student newspaper, and the
students, if they have problems with the paper,
should have the responsibility to demand their
rights as a reader.

You only eat Pepperidge Farm mint milanos
and wouldn’t know an Entenmann if it fell on
you.

| able settlements.
Any person who feels a story is not ropuiied
properly or factually should come to the

packs

‘of hungry Hoyas begin to point and stare: at
you. They demand that you turn yourself in
immediately, Entenmann’s and all.
What can you do?
The HOYA editorial board has recently
created the position of ombudsman
on the
staff. According to the dictionary, an ombudsman is someone who investigates reported complaints (from students or consumers), reports
findings objectively, and helps achieve equit-

With a good HOYA staff, Kara the ombudsman’s job should be easy. The members of the

HOYA

try their best to insure that what they

write is factual. Still, to further insure readers’
tights, and make the HOYA a better paper, we
hope you will come in and talk to us.
You never know. Just when you're innocently munching on mint milanos, someone might
come up to you and ask you where you put the
chocolate chips.

Len J. Schoppa, Editor-In-Chief

»

George Askew, Business Manager
Todd Robinson, Copy Editor
James Coakley, Asst. News Editor
Patricia Gaughan, Asst. News Editor
Kelly Reilly, News Editor
Mike Farrand, Features Editor
Eve Nagler, Advertising Manager
Paul Salnikow, Viewpoint Editor
Sarah McClendon, Advisor
Don Murphy, Co-Entertainment Editor
John Reagan, Sports Editor,
John Clark, Asst. Yok Editor
Chris Midura, Co-Entertainment Editor
Chris Callsen, Photo Editor
. Bill Ferraro, Asst. Sports Editor
Kara Swisher, Ombudsman

Contributing Editors
David Florimbi, Roberta E. Oster, Barbara Sawyer
.
Associate Editors

Sarah Rosenson, Pat Singer, Paul Sutphin
NEWS:
Carole

Patrice Alexander, Jeanne
Jankowski,

Trumpbour,

Rich

Cyndy

Mathias.

Wilkins,

Amy

Burke, Marybeth
Mary

Prahinsky.

Burke, Anne
Gloria

Quinn,

Connolly, Patricia Cooper. Ann
Todd

Robinson,

Lisa

Rohaly.

David. Matt Falvey, Laura Farina, David Greenwald.
Mike Schwartz. Debbie Spar, Aquiles Suarez. Barbara

Soul Night
©

you

SPORTS:
Pat

Tom

Quinn,

A. S. Simpson,

Begley. Laura

because

to can-

cel the night. But why not put it back
in its proper place—Tuesday night?
Sunday is the night when people are
finishing the homework they didn’t
do the rest of the weekend. To put
Soul Night, quite a popular feature,
on Sunday, quite an unpopular night,
incredible

amount

of stu-

pidity and insensitivity.
Listen Joe, if you're going to correct

your

Soul Night
belongs.

error,

do

it

properly.

Kara ‘Swisher.

Peter Winkler,

Farina. Chris Johnson. Bill Latham. Wade

Malone. Kathy

McNamara.

Peter Meier. Solomon
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a feature

in. McLean

six women

it

does

It

does,

sense

of

not’

glamorize

however,

security

crimes,

kept

like

low

rapes

key.

and

While

‘a

possible

muggings

effort

are

the area is gen-

Special

Alpha

vice

and

Phi Omega,

Fraternity,

a half

the

years

an

ago,

Metz.

Hours

all the concern,

every

semester.

Posters

are

have

for

to Steve

the

use

of
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this

Mardiks and Pat

have also been

expanded

f

i

and

their friends.

All escorts

discouraged

until

the

fifth

or

sixth escort. The service isnot limited
to females.
Please

the

been put up, ads have been run and
word has spread. But after two and a

the

The Escort Service is free anid run
a volunteer basis by fraternity

brothers

and off. campus, It was open to any
student’ who wished .to be escorted
home but lived past GUP’s two block
- limit. The idea was well received by
Student
Government
and . several
members of the faculty and adminDespite

students,

are door to door. You need not feel
obligated to talk to the person walking you home. None of the escorts
have previous’ criminal records and
all bathe regularly. Good night kisses

campus escort service in response to
an ‘increase in violent crimes both on

istration’.

thanks

goes

on

off-

escort
service
flopped.
Since
the
spring of 1979, APO has run the ser-

more

from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

National Ser-

organized.

attract

room

one can deny they occur.
two

to

service has been moved out of the
Fraternity’s
office
in Copley’ to
Room G-14 in Healy basement, directly
across
from
Vital
Vittles.

erally safe, it is not immune to these
offenses. Rapes and muggings do occur. I cannot quote any statistics because I am not sure of them, but no
About

live off-campus.

The need for some sort of escort
service is here, and APO is trying to
meet that need. This semester; in an

vio-

create

for

who

do

not

be

brave

or stupid.

“Call for an escort at 625-4893 or
drop by room G-14 Healy, Sunday
\ through Thursday, 9 p.m. to | a.m.
:

Sincerely,

Paul Albergo

‘Take Photos?

Be Somebody?
Come To the HOYA Recruitment Party

Tonight

DUBIOUS NSA

5:00 pm

HOYA Office
Copley Basement

Well ah 3h.
the

best

Col lege

the

Refreshments

in

Newspapers —

HOYA of
Course !

Free
year (with the exception of

to see

team

Georgetown, both University and
community, is the same way. Most

Wanna Write?

Pulgar. Jeff Scharpf, Jim SDullivan.

Morgan.

likely

league

victims.

vice

Valerie Trent
SLL ’84

Wallace, Jina Kiem

Kate

more

little

than a story on a robbery or a holdup. This hush-hush attitude is good

Tadie. Bill Ward.

GRAPHIC

are

a

lence.

an

Delta Phi Epsilon.

half years, the service still only averages two or three calls per night and
only about six different escorts per
week. The Student Directory would
easily ‘prove that there are more than

Washington is very quiet about its
crime. If you watch the evening news
on

To the Editor,
After receiving an avalanche of criticism over their recent decision to
cancel Soul Night, the Pub management has decided to reinstate the feature—on Sunday.
I have just one question for Joe Lecesse, the manager of the Pub, and
company. How dare you insult the
intelligence
of
the
Georgetown
community?
By their most recent decision they

displays

and

Francis J. Gorman
SES 63

To the Editor,

OnTuesday

are admitting they were wrong

Georgetown

Escort Service Offered

Yip.

FEATURES: Jennifer Blackman, Pat Bradley. Margaret Cottoia. Elise Desperito. Mary Hartigan, Lee Hoffman, Mike Johanek. Peter Leopold. Lolly Liverance.
Jim O) Shea. Gloria

presently a member of the Alumni

Association Board of Delta Phi Epsilon,
particularly
Alpha
Chapter,
There is an active Washington alnmni
which participated in the efforts to
keep the fraternity on the right track
and to maintain good relations with
the University and with the neighborhood.
To me, Alpha Chapter of Delta

eign Service in 1963. My association
with the fraternity deepened my involvement in the activities of. the
University. We conducted professional meetings and hosted guest lectures
at the fraternity house (like L. Bruce
Laingen’s speech last September), as

Board of Editors
Susan W. Waterman, Managing Editor

am

member of Alpha Chapter until ‘my
graduation from the School of For-

.| Should Be

+ Call

Since my graduation I have maintained and deepened my relationship
with Georgetown as an alumnus. I

x
ies

pared the report on Special Interest Housing
(SIH) thinks that East Campus would provide a
more attentive audience and creative atmosphere, to encourage those genuinely interested
in making their projects a success.
While losing the privacy of apartment life,
SIH groups will gain even greater facilities as
well as more of the feeling of community integral to the purpose of their projects.
These suggested innovations obviously are
designed to free more sought-after Henle apartments for the egalitarian lottery, and to winnow out the likely failures in an effort to allow
those remaining, who are sinceely dedicated,
to flourish.

bers of the fraternity.

A

night.” The Residence Life Committee that pre-

article concerning Delta Phi Epsilon,
my foreign service fraternity, in the
September
11, 1981
issue of the
HOYA. As a member of Delta Phi
Epsilon and as a graduate of Georgetown, | write to express my appreci. ation of and loyalty to both George' town and Delta Phi Epsilon.
I pledged Delta Phi Epsilon in the
fall of 1960, and I remained an active

Phi Epsilon complemented my days
at Georgetown.
[I seriously doubt
that my ties to Georgetown today
would be as strong as they are if 1
was not a member ‘of Delta Phi Epsilon. 1 would seriously regret any
erosion of the fine traditions of Delta
Phi Epsilon, especially its long rela‘tionship with Georgetown. I hope
that everyone interested the University, fraternity, members, the neighborhood,
and
Delta
Phi
Epsilon
~alumni—will continue to work together for the common objectives of

3
oy

tural learning experiences” suth as speakers on
- space technology or even “Russian Open House

well as social functions. Delta Phi Epsilon’s affairs also gave me an opportunity: to mix with many faculty
members who were honorary mem-

=

the benefit to the University

as a whole has been minimal; Henle

to provoke ! residents just. aren’t terribly interested in “cul-

some outcry, if not for the loss of a relatively
_casy shot at a Henle, then because of the prag~ matism that prompts the recommendation to
relocate’ these projects in the south wing of
Loyola Hall.
Nevertheless, there is a good amount of evidence to'support this decision.
|
Unfortunately,
the attractiveness of a Henle
apartment somewhat obscures the distinction
between sincere commitment and opportunism.
The number of dropouts (13 out of 65) and
roommate-troubled houses (7 out of 13) compared to the rest of Henle (0 dropouts, fall
semester) attests to the perception that perhaps
‘requisite

Furthermore,
community

:

received a copy of an

Yoain'p

Needless to say, this is bound

nor as destructive.

I recently

RAY

It appears that Henle Village has been deemed
inappropriate as a location for the smaller Special Interest Housing projects.

To-the Editor,

5

Bye, Bye Space House

Delta Phi Alumnus Appreciates Frat

3

cracy and the freedom to discuss and debate
policy is too old-fashioned for Georgetown.
Pity.

?

demo-

v

gotten out of hand.

ive

-

very well have

may

which

spectacle

graduation

It’s still not too late, but Bik

T
Rr

padre ever think that students might have some
of their own ideas about what to do abouta

-

graduation, but did the benevolent

about

sideas

ce

SJ

Eee

is a two-way street. But apparently Fr. Healy’s
idea of “communication” is the briefing he
gave a surprised group of junior and senior representatives last December.
Sure, he asked for their reaction, but how
many of us can respond intelligently to a question about a proposal that has just been out#
!
lined.
Healy’s
Fr.
on
in
let
We appreciate being

+

cliche,

to use a time-worn

“Communicate,”

_

Is it really?

So why is Fr. Healy, virtually cloistered up
in Second Healy, making the decision? Why
didn’t he set up a committee of students and
parents to suggest alternatives?
The proposal outlined by Frs. Healy and
Freeze may be the best alternafive, but we will
never. know unless other ideas are given a
chance.
Competition of ideas in open debug has always been the best way to solve a problem—
and to guarantee that all those who participated in the Process went along with the final decision.
:

a

trying to ‘strong arm ‘again.’

ministration

Fa
=

It is certainly not Fr. Healy’s graduation.

time. It’s unfair to view the situation as the ad-

va,

as

out

come

students’ graduation, but we realize that par-

the

spent

but ‘he

a possibility,

The HOYA
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~ The Republican Party’s Forgotten Heritage
.
The Republicans
are
‘suffering
« from a terrible case of amnesia.
It didn’t begin in 1981, when con..servative Ohio Republican John Ashbrook announced his opposition to
placing a bust of Martin Luther King,
Jr. in the Capitol building because
King “advocated the use of violence”
“and, “associated himself with subver'sives.” It didn’t begin with the 1980
Republican
National
Convention,
where,

in

an

unprecedented

action,

the party refused to reaffirm its support for the Equal Rights Amend‘ment. It did not even begin with the
Republicans’
quiet
opposition
to
« the Civil Rights Act of 1964 or the
Voting
Rights Act of 1965. The
malady lingers on.
“5, After only one year in office,
President Reagan has drastically re- duced affirmative action law enforce' ‘ment, given less than lukewarm support for extension of the Voting
Rights Act, and has attempted to

‘give tax-exempt status to universities
. that
practice
racial
discrimination.
During
the campaign,
Reagan
said

that when he was growing
family didn’t even know
had a race problem.” He
ly still doesn’t know.
And,

the

as yet another

birth

passes

of Martin

without

up, ‘his
America
evident-

anniversary

Luther

being

of

King, Jr.

recognized

by

the federal government and most
states, one can’t help. but wonder
about the silence of the party which
a century ago spoke so loudly and

proudly of its opposition to slavery.

why

«Sometime

running from

since

then,

something

changed the Republicans.
In this age, the Republicans seem"
almost apologetic for the actions of
their first President, Abraham Lincoln, who

brought

about

freedom

for

the Union’s enslaved. Indeed, in the
White House, a portrait of Calvin
Coolidge has now replaced the painting of Lincoln.
:
Just what are the Republicans
ashamed
of? Tragically, the party
seems

to

have

forgotten

its

roots.

Representative
Paul McCloskey,
a
California Republican, speaks as a
voice in the wilderness. In an impassioned plea to his fellow Republicans, he asked them to support the
Gay Civil Rights Bill, begging them

“to not let the Democrats once again
take the lead in civil rights legislation.”
:
Republicans
would
do well to
consider McCloskey’s advice not only
on

one

issue,

but

in

terms

of

the

guiding philosophy of their party.
They should get back to the basic
principle upon which their party was
founded: liberty and justice for all
Americans.
3
A
political philosophy' with
a
strong

commitment

to

civil

time

for

the

Democratic

Party

to re-

long-standing support
and
discrimination.

for
‘But

Angst/ John T.Clark

—That’s right Mr. Kane.
From Citizen Kane
QO, the heartbreak

of Poland.

Peo-

ple
have
died,
liberty +has
been
quashed, and the demands of Solidar-

_ ity have not been met. Those dirty
bastard Russians have again provided
the American people with a big head- line and ample ammunition for every

columnist around.
Honestly,

and

worse.

been

seen

things

are

getting worse

Polish-Americans

carrying

placards

have

denounc-

ing the policies of a prudent government

trying

to

get

a starving

nation

back on it’s feet. Strikes dre one
thing, but nobody should take on a
government

-head-on

without

expect-

ing a couple of heads to’ fly.

demanding

more

to

a

puppet

than

were

one in Eastern

money,

American,

govern-

killed in fighting the

Europe. It feels good

to be on the winning side. Moreover,
it sells. Do you think the Soviets
stopped killing Afghans when Jack
Anderson stopped crying about it?
Dead brown people got old after a

while. Repressed Polack workers are
“in” nowadays. It makes good copy.
Poland’s situation is indeed unforbetter break, But I also wish I could

better

ghanistan. Dad can read about how
World War III is again a poignant pos-

sibility while choking down his morning coffee. If Walesa gets bruised during confinement, you'll be able to
read about it on page one. Let’s all
have a good cry to find out that, horror of horrors, Poland is only a pup-

have

my

cake

competition

and

eat

it

within

the

news

too.

The
media

for the biggest sob-story on Solidarity only resulted in an overall reportage as truthful as Pravda’s. Citizen
Hearst would have smiled.

support

Republican

£5

issue., But

the

recent

worst—to
prevent
civil
being a bipartisan issue.

rights

from

In the 1980 elections, blacks and
minorities voted overwhelmingly for
the

Democratic

ticket;

in

some

places, Reagan was
rejected by an
85% margin. It is doubtful that the
Republican cause was helped much
by a comment by a Ku Klux Klan organizer that “the Republican platform sounds

as if it were

written

by-a

Klansman.” ‘And still, many Republicans wonder, some with injured feelings, why blacks and other minorities

seeks

to erase

its own

heritage?

:

a

mitment is amusing or ironic. I think
it’s unfortunate and shameful. What
future is there for a party which

a partisan

Civil

rights are vital for every American’s
liberty. To those Republicans who
have forgotten the issue which gave
life to their party, there is only one
thing to say: “Extremism in defense

of liberty is no vice.”
Maybe by this time next year,
Republican Party will have found
soul and renewed its committment
civil rights and equal rights for
American citizens. But only then

we have

the
its
to
all
can

a true birthday celebration

for Martin Luther King, Jr.

Viewpoint/ Richard T. McSorley S.J.

Draft Evasion:Is Ita Moral Imperative?
What

if the

draft

was

refused

in

1941?

of them. Would
dren

Five

readers,

position

disturbed

at my

to registration and

op-

draft, ask

the above question.
:
The draft was refused by Franz
Jaegersttater of Austria. He refused
to join Hitler’s army. For his refusal
he was beheaded in 1943 in Tegal
prison, Berlin. He refused because he
Hitler’s

war

was

wrong—
‘a.

the Germans took Austria that Nazi
Socialism was evil, so evil that Holy
Communion would not be given to
them.
:
When

ordered

to join

the German

army, he refused. At his military trial

he was offered a chance

to work in

the medical corps, so he could be in
the army without killing. His answer:

“I cannot be part of an immoral war!”
He left his wife and three children
in the hands of God. When told by
his bishop, “Think of your wife and
children!” he answered, “I do think

by

going

I be helping my chilagainst

my

conscience

and being part of an immoral war?
Do you tell me that I am wrong to
follow my conscience?” The bishop
agreed that he should follow his conscience,

on

as

many

award or the other, even

ME?

AWARDS. . ..
The Adolf Eichman “It Wasn't My
Idea”
Award to. ...Dean Schuerman for his initiation, support for,
and later denial of such actions regarding
the
Publications
Review
Board.

.

The Lip Quencher Award goes. to
.... Vital Vittles for actually lowering the price of Coke (the soft drink)
to 25¢ with tax. Only in D.C.! May-

obligation on all who put obedience
to God ahead of obedience to the
state. Refusal to obey men who ask
that others disobey God is the decision made by conscientious objectors
of all nations.
:
4
Even if you believe that a particuwar

is moral

on

one

side,if you

draft was refused’in 1941.

type war siding with the oppressive
government of El Salvador? A war to
protect oil interests in the Persian
Gulf? A war to support
the racist
white government of South Africa?
Would any such war be moral? Would

The five who asked the question,
no doubt, meant to direct it only at
American refusals. But the moral issue of killing on government orders
includes
all mations. When we-act on
Span oboe
onis-rdeaos
vio

The

Rembrandt

provide

some

Honorable

Creativity

necessary

mention

to

Award

amusement.

Pat

Metz

for

Don Murphy

part

of

a nuclear

war.)

A

Vietnam-

private fund-raising groups to get a
key to lower the screen (certainly
not
the
Student @ Entertainment
Commission).
The Avis “We Try Harder’ Award
to . .:. . Tom Kiely and Mask and Bauble, who, in mid-production, halted
rehearsal for Marty due to legal hassles...
and then rebounded with
their absolutely brilliant version of
J.B.
The Jerry Lewis
‘This Button
Does What?’ Award to . ... the projectionists at the SEC who finally, finally got the movies at-LA-6 running
smoothly (we hope!).
E
The Christopher Columbus “What

Ship Do

You Mean?’ Award to . . ..

Pat Ewing, who, after dazzling critics
and fans alike at the Cap Centre announces, in his first interview, that

Murphy’s Laws

the value of discipline. I think it takes
more discipline to die for what you
believe, as Franz Jaegerstatter did,
rather than to prepare to kill others

on government

orders. I also think

that

like

a

resister

Franz. imitates

Christ better than a soldier who prepares to kill enemies. Christ taught us
by word and example to love our en- i
emies, to die for them as He did. H
didn’t teach us to kill.
;
€

peachment of Mardiks and Perez and a

The Ken Kesey Cuckoo’s Nest Award

. The Robert Frost “Miles To Go
Before
We Sleep’ Award to....
Hoya Station for their markedly improved service. Now letters only take
twice as long to arrive as in the real

Post Office, instead of three times as

and

long.
The

Beethoven

Heard

That Right?” Award to... ..

love you guys, we really do. All
trophies can be picked up in the Intercultural Center on Friday.
A
Congratulations to the winners!

the- HOYA,

who

“Are

You

supported

Sure

I

the im-

+ Bill

Schuerman’

compares

it

to

his

own situation, explaining that he is
accountable to his boss, and the people under him are, in turn, accountable to him.
:
He goes on to point out that he is
also accountable to the press... and
the press isn’t. accountable to anyone!
That’s the argument I’m going to
try to refute.
First and foremost, the campus
papers are accountable to their readers. Readers can write letters to the
editor correcting or pointing out errors.
They
can
write
viewpoints
counter to those expressed on the editorial page.

This forum of accountability is at
the heart of newspapers is the ‘real
world” as well. But at Georgetown,
the

papers’

interaction

with

their

readers takes on still another dimension. Many
times classmates have
come

up

to

me-—at

lunch,

in

Healy

countability

which

professional

porters—isolated in their
homes—rarely face.

re-

offices and

Dean

William

man

(the

Stott

parties

and

Bill Schuer-

involved)

on several

occasions.
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As a result, the HOYA ‘has established a firm policy of getting confirmation and/or comments on'second hand quotations. No one made
us,

we

just

hated

getting

lectured.

(Also it was poor journalistic practice
not to do this consistently to begin
with.)

Similarly, seyeral of those covered
in the popular Sneer column have
complained about the tone and content of that feature. As a result, I
have asked that the Sneer avoid personal attacks and avoid quips about
who came, out of whose bedroom

On a more abstract level, campus
newspapers,’
like all newspapers, are
forced to worry about their credibility with their readership. If a paper
makes too many mistakes or is too
when. Again, we didn’t have to, but
opinionated, it is no longer believed
or taken seriously by its readers. It “we don’t like being yelled at.
As with their accountability to
has failed in its purpose and has lost
readers, campus reporters are more
its “power.”
accountable to their subjects than
This concern plays an important
their “real life” counterparts. Last
role in editorial decisions of all pasemester I had several classes with
pers.
;
student senators, and I will rue the
A second area of accountability
lies in a paper’s interaction with those
day I have to write a negative story
about one of my professors.
it ' writes “about. Thus, when the
Finally, campus newspapers are
HOYA misattributed several quotes

in an article on the first closed Student. Senate
meeting this year, I
heard about it. I was lectured by both

responsible to advertisers who won't
advertise in a poorly produced, poor-

ly written

rag. The

HOYA’s

strong

showing in this area is a testament
to its calibre, from more objective
sources.
\
But

Bill Schuerman

persists in ar-

guing that while all that may be true,
GU’s. campus newspapers have no
identifiable “boss,” no counterpart
to the publisher of a “‘real life” paper.
The publisher of a newspaper is

chiefly involved

with overseeing the

business operations and general policy of a newspaper, He also hires
and fires employees.
As far as buisness operations go,
the GU campus newspapers have the
Student Activities Commission (SAC)
to do the publisher’s job. The papers
have not objected to. this role and
©
have welcomed
the prospect of a
board to deal with their financial
management.

The argument made by proponents of the Board that “‘since we give
you

money,

run

your

but

should

we

paper,’
read,

can

tell you

is true
“we

how

to

to a point,

can

tell

you

how to spend your money.” The papers have never objected to this reasoning, as I pointed out earlier.
As far as “general policy” and hiring and firing go, the campus newspapers have been their own publishers.
But this does not mean campus re-

porters are not accountable in these
areas. The publisher is a democratic
body called the Board of Editors,
and each “employee” and each ““policy” is accountable to this body.
Those who favor the Publications
Board would have that group—under
the supervision of the SAC—assume
responsibility for ‘general policy”
and employment.
S
The question, then, is not whether
the campus newspapers are accountable—for indeed
they are—but to

whom

the papers should be account-

able in matters of general policy and
employment: the Board of Editors
(BOE) or a branch of Student Government.
Neither

situation

is

perfect:

re-

sponsibility to the BOE fails if all
of its members are like-minded; responsibility to a branch of Student
Government fails when SG’s aims are
no longer in the best interest of the
student papers.
I argue that the other forms of
accountability—concern about peer
criticism and credibility, responsiveness

to complaints

of

those

covered

by the papers, and accountability. to
advertisers—all serve to effectively
combat the dangers of such like-

>

announced that an organization called STUMP would be working hard
on that endeavor... they never materialized.
The
‘Continued
Next
Year: =.
Award to .... Channel 9 news, for
their two part coverage in November
of the publications Review Board
controversy, part two of which is in =
permanent limbo.
:
The Best Evidence of the Trickle
Down Theory . . . the Center Pub
which has drastically altered its appearance and spent its many funds
on improved facilities for the students. The lines are even longer now,
if that’s possible.
to . . . Monica Medina for being the
only sane thing to come out of student government politics this semester (although some new freshman
faces have finally arrived).
¢
And, finally, the
Hey, It’s Only Money Award to the
MCFC for even considering a thous-

he wants to go hardship and turn pro.
and subsequent denial thereof. Rumor has it that he’s headed to Louisiana for spring break.
* The David Stockman
‘I'm Not
Sure How
This Works” Award to
.... Father Freeze, for installing a
special screen, larger and newer, in
Reiss 103 for the benefit of the students, and then making it next’ to
impossible for anyone other than his

resistance calls for heroic men of
faith like Franz Jaegerstatter.
?
The five questioners comment on

dollar

increase

next

year.

We

A Free and Responsible Press: Yes, ItIs Possible!
Basement or even in the Pub—to tell
me what they though about a story
or my treatment of a particular issue.
Sometimes the feedback is negative,
and I am forced to reevaluate my
writing or my opinion..
Reporters, believe it or not, are
people. So, concern about criticism
from their peers forces them to write
responsibly. This is one form of ac-

1]

in today’s call for registration and
tomorrow’s call for draft. Refusal to
be a part of any immoral war is an

The Cutting Edgel Len Schoppa

One word which has become quite
tangled in the recent debate over the
Publications Board is ‘‘accountability.” It seems those who favor the
board feel the campus newspapers
need it but don’t have it. Others of
us feel we already have it.
What is it?
:
Associate Dean of Student Affairs

-

other side, it should be resisted. That

The John Erhlichman Cover-Up
Award . . ..to Steve Mardiks for his
authorization of plane fare for his pal
to visit the University on SAC funds,
FER,

WHO

to do and I will
must first ask,

“What does God want me todo?”
I put the question back to the five
who question me, “What war that
the U.S. might likely fight in the near
future would you consider moral, or
pleasing to God? A nuclear war?
(Vatican II forbids Catholics to be

Nostrils or some such drek. In the
spirit of inspired nonsense, therefore,
the following awards are bestowed
upon those people on campus who in
some way stood out last semester, be
it for good or ill. We're sorry if some
people are offended, or offensive for
that matter, but matters of taste never influenced us before. So without
1981

me
she

”

‘giving out the needed funds.

THE

thing you want
do: it.” He or

“Tell me any-

Franz: Jaegersttater was not an
American, he was an Austrian Catholic. who put faithfulness to God
above the demands of the Nazi German state. If all German Catholics
and Protestants had done that, Hitler
could never have made war. That is
what might have happened if the

if it be for The Guy With The Largest

ado;

other),

:

also believe that it is immoral on the

to .... Nana Salazar for single-handedly master-minding and operating
Hoyascope in Healy Basement. Not
only was a good idea effectively carried out, but she managed to brighten up a-dull spot in’ the basement and

awards

the person who wants to serve God

or any

lar

need

bestow

Russian

Hitler could never have made war.”

be there is a God out there after all.

to

any be to protect our freedom? Would
mutual nuclear suicide benefit us or
anyone else?”
.
These are questions that confront

‘had (been faithful and resisted the draft)

Every year come Yuletide journalists, and people in general, feel the
people in as many areas as possible.
All the critics give their best and
worst of the year lists (although, since
none are identical, they leave their
audiences, more
than
befuddled),
while every organization scrambles

oh

conscience we listen to the voice of
the Lord of all nations speaking in
our hearts. No believer
in God can
say to any state (American, German,

“If all German Catholics and Protestants

The Good, the Bad, an

further

But don’t tell the American press
that. This Solidarity thing is the biggest story since Russia invaded Af-

to

not

actions by the Republican Party suggest that it is doing its best—or

to give some

working conditions, and everything a
good proletariat could expect. The
American people are determined to
measure Solidarity’s struggle on the
American scale of freedom, right-to
remain-innocent-until-proven-guilty
stuff. That’s not the way it works in
Poland.
y

unwilling

the small church of Radegunde, Austria. His pastor had told him before

tunate, and I wish the workers had'a

But don’t tell the American people
that. General Jaruzelski makes do for
everyone’s version of the scary monster at the Saturday matinee, while
" Lech Walesa qualifies for sainthood
in

ment

are

candidates!

He wasa Catholic, the sexton in .

pet state of the Soviet Union. Seven
people were executed. Now we're
bloody mad.
:
It’s only the latest yellow headline
in American trash journalism. It matters not that more people were murdered in the United States last week,
than in Poland during this whole
crdeal. It matters not that many more
El Salvidorians were killed in opposition

Party

train on its way to hell,” he called it,
a train on which he would not ride
even at the price of his life.

“Something to Cry About
it

Republican

its past?

Some say that the Republican
Party’s drift from its original com-

believed

Solidarity: Give the People
—If the headline
‘is big enough
makes the news big enough.

is the

Although an avowed
and loyal
Democrat, I believe that civil rights is

rights

‘and racial justice is nothing to be embarrassed about. This is a simple lesson; even so, it took a painfully long
verse its
prejudice

then,

mindedness, if indeed it were to exist.
Now I could, as many writers already have, point to the disadvantages
of option number two (accountability to a branch of SG), but I think
I'll stop with the defense of the present form of accountability.
The newspapers have been forced,
by the maneuvering of student politicians,

to

argue

against

a

change.

We’ve been wasting our breath trying
to explain how horrible a Publications Board would be. Any student
of policy debate can tell you that the
burden of proof is on those who favor change (those who want a Publications Board).
They must show you why a Publications Board is needed. (If they
say it’s because of bad financing, remember the papers haven’t objected
to financial accountability.)
They must also show you how
their proposal is better. How would
Publications Board-approved editors
be better than those at present? How
would Board-dictated general policy
be better?
Until they can—and I don’t think
they ever can—there is no reason to
accept the Publications Board.
And

won’t.

the

Georgetown

publications

|
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* Cobwebs and mushrooms would
still be forming in Healy basement if
it weren't for Mr. Peter Powers. This
generous
alumnus
earmarked
a
healthy sum of money for the Student Center conversion.
is magnanimous gift, however,
went only to the bare essentials of
the transformation— carpeting; paintsng, simple furniture—before running

out. “So what we had,” according to
Pat Metz, the director of the University Center, fwas a Student Center
but no money to maintain it or to
elaborate on thei concept. The Pub
and the Center Cafe pay 60% of my
salary,

but

beyond

that

we

had

no

money.

Lack

of ‘University

funds

Respecting

much

did

the

revenue.

but

who

can

argue

with

his ra-

“the

first $25

you spend

on a new

Yc

will last you

five min-

machines

theory.
The attraction seems to be a blend
of adventure, competition, fantasy,

operate

12 hours a day

and

the Arcade rents out for parties at
the rate of $50-$75 per hour, or
roughly the amount grossed during
normal operation, one assumes.

Calculators

humming?

Well, do

the multiplication and then divide by

two, of course, as half goes to S & L
Amusements.
beaucoup
beaucoup

Does

that

bucks? .
bucks.

seem

like

Because

it

is

So who's spending all of this money? Tim Peach (CAS ’85) for one.
“My hallmates are running me for
Pinball President. Once I started on
this

kick

I just

spending

two

couldn’t

dollars

stop.

I was

a day in here

easily. Now I’ve cut back to 50¢, but
I still can’t keep away.”
Faced with a rather dire financial
situation, Tim has wisely chosen a
favorite machine which he’s mastered
— “Stan Castle.” “I play this game because I can now get 20 to 30 minutes
on one quarter. That saves money.
Then I watch everyone else play. It’s
cheaper that way.”

little

Why

How

is being made? “Enough,”

least,

tionale for parting with his wealth so
prodigally? “Let’s fact it,” he says,

games

Today, after renovation of one
basement room for an arcade, there
are 18 machines. And as the’ number
so

the

is an investment.

«The rest is history. The Student
Center earned $10,000 that year, and
~ video machines as revenue generators
arrived at Gerogetown University.

increased;

on

game

revenue— kiosk video machines. They
would not obstruct traffic or create a
nuisance, he assured me, and would

be quiet and unobtrusive. With
to lose, I'decided to try it.”

reticence

Consider that $20,000 was grossed
on four or five machines the’ first
year. Then
relate this to the 18
machines
in place
today-—all
top
money makers according to Replay
Magazine.
Or copsider
that these

tolled

the bell for Healy basement. Its fu‘ture looked quite dim, in fact, until
a mysterious man stepped unnoticed
into Ms. Metz’s office. “It was really
rather curious. A representative of an
amusement company (S & L Amusements) came in and suggested a way
which we could both develop some

her

subject, the HOYA will also be discreet. Should you be the curious sort,
though,
and possess mathematical
skills, you ought to be able to contrive an estimate.

Does

says

does

he

keep

coming

back?

he leave the Arcade feeling con-

i
ro
I

about

utes, but after that you may be able
to go on for half an hour or more on
one quarter.” Wait until E. F. Hutton
discovers

this newfangled

(CAS ’84) puts it, “sure it’s a
outlet. Newsweek points out that the
viden games have shooting mechanisms which are somewhatphallic. The
pinball games, too, with the steel ball
and hammer. It’s all sexual.”
John Tiburzi (SBA ’82) goes even
further— “You can’t deny the séx appeal. 1 mean, on one of the games,
“Xenon,”
a woman’s voice moans
seductively and when you score she
‘Try

a tube

shot.’

How

can

you

say that’s not sexual?” He trusts
there is more to it, though. After
all, he’s spending $60 a month. on

Yes, the Sneer makes its long await-

ed return this week! We hope that
everyone had a good vacation, yet the
vacation seemed betterfor those who

returned with tans. The Sneer noticed
that Nancy Koch and Jim BradshawMack vacationed in Florida (although
not together), while a certain Tammy
was, treated
Yory

Lore tong hi on
fs

to. Xmas

mie

instrumental arranging are offered as a part of Busch Entertainment
Corporation's commitment to personal growth. There is also the oppor:

Sun., Jan. 24; 1-6 p.m.
Kennedy Center
Rehearsal Room No. 1
Accompanist,

An equal opportunity

employer

the games. “The attraction to these
What does Erik do with the dates
video games is quite simple. They
he doés get? “Well, I take them in
put challenges into a life which is
here. Sometimes they’re fascinated
now devoid of challenges. Anyone
and
sometimes
they’re
bored
to
can come in here, with no physical
death.” One wonders at the effect
prowess whatsoever, and be master
this is having on his sex life.
of the universe for three or four
At least one girl is certain that the
minutes.”
social effect is detrimental. As she
Erik Eklund, Georgetown’s poe
n't enn
sex on
nial student, has taken the whole phenomenon even further. Now the
distinguished leader of the ‘Black
Sheep” alumni organization, he stat s Georgetown I ro you ’d take all of
unequivocally: “Old Black Sheep the atiention away ‘from these video

don’t get d es— they just go to the
Arcade.” Where, it must be
mentioned, he spends fifteen dollars a
week—which is “cheaper than taking

a girl out on a date.”

(Leighton???).
Sources also report
that Mike McCluskey was spotted in
the Bahamas ... Mike Sbabo didn’t
make it south for the holidays, but

he thought

that

he

was

in warmer

climes New Year’s Eve, as he roamed
the New York City Hilton sans trouSers.
New York was the ATi to be for
metropolitan area Hoyas, who turned
out in admirable quantities to view

the. GU-St.
John’s game. Richard
Hamilton Houghton III was not in
attendance, as he was in D.C. buying
up copies of the Post in wholesale
amounts. Seems that Ho-Ho was quoted in an article about the infamous
Chinese Disco. It seems that it’s easier
to. appear in the Post than in the
Sneer . . .. It also seems that accord-

With this coupon, only $12!
No Appointment Necessary
Open 9 a.m. till 7:30 p.m.

M/F/H

she’s right. The male/
female ratio in the Arcade is noticeably biased toward men. Cathleen
Reid (CAS ’83) believes that ratio to

"ing to the Post, HH is merely a janior

play

Pac-Man

because

There may be an “oral fixation”
about Pac-Man, according to Roy
Paskow (CAS ’82), but he suspects
girls feel like “they’re chasing someone, which
they enjoy.
Also, at
least with pinball, they can play without blowing things up.”

Whatever the reason, women do
tend to stay away from the Arcade,
unless, of course, their dates bring
them in.
Pat Metz isn’t blind to negative reactions, but she handles it philosophically. “Yes, there were complaints
and there continue to be. I just look
at each quarter that’s dropped into a
machine as a vote for them and for

the Arcade. And of course every second quarter goes to the betterment
of Healy basement, which benefits all

Georgetown students.” Who can argue with that? If the ‘“vidiots” are
happy to pay for our Healy basement, then more power to them.

.

returned from a‘jaunt to Conn. with:
Corp V.P\ Nanette Grenon, looking
decidedly more cheerful. Ed Burke

tangled on the floor with one of the
hostesses during an intricate dance
routine, much to the chagrin of Mary
Powers. The Sneer hears that Ms. Powers has signed up for immediate
dance lessons at Yates. ...If anyone
doubts the quality of the party, be
assured that Ryan Maher arrived on
Thursday and departed on Saturday.
Another hot spot this weekend was
the Police concert. The Sneer heard
that Bridget O’Brien looked fabulously punked out ...we wonder if Po-

was also at the goodbye bash, beating

lice fan TIRM found her arresting?

the ladies at any game they chose . . . .

In a more general vein, The Sneer
wonders if Vivian of the Cafe is really
making the big move for J.B.??? Will
she soon be slicing his aquilinos in
the privacy of her own kitchén?
sya. The :Sneer also wonders
if Tom
McKay took his passion fruit briefs
to England? Should we wish him bon
voyage or bon appetit?
The Sneer also hears that Fanzie
and Bart are the item to watch for at
the Cafe—are they really hotter than
the fries?

.we never suspected.

"Back at the school front, Henle 13
was the site of a Thursday night Bon

Voyage

Ph: 337-2800
“Walter

party

for

Curtis,

Singapore. Tom Prusa
ance, moping around

lately

of

was in attendover all of the

male attention that was being paid to
. a certain attractive blonde. His spirits
lifted over the weekend, though, as he

Thursday was

also

the evening

for

an early-bird birthday bash for Lisa
Semmes, which was well attended by
the football and Pub crowds. Chris:
DeMarco was spotted doing his.rendition of Travolta, while Regina Gaus
was caught
looking
hard at “The
Dodger.”

We

wonder;

will

he

elude

her grasp at Catholic U.??7?
:
Friday’s party at Village A J202
provided a welcome alternative to
those who desperately flocked to the
Pub on opening night. Erin O’Rourke,
Ruth Anne Kelly, Anne Horan and
Chris Zullo’s bash was well attended
by some unusual people. Salt Lake
Mark and Spokane Tom--The Sneer
requests that you attempt te practice
your social skills!" Several
female’
guests were apalled by your pickup
lines. Try lounging under the’coat* rack this seems to work for Tim McDonough.
A certain Christie was the

smash

(Slightly longer hair extra)

Canal Square Bldg.
1054 31st Street

they

Fanzie and Bart—Hotter than Fries

Introductory Offer for Men and Wome:
Shampoo cut and Blow Dry, Reg $15

f

frequents the Ar-

psychology major at American!)

Monday thru Thursday Only

DUSCH GARDENS.
WILLIAMSBURG, VA.

record player and cassette will be available

| think

who

attributes the lack of fethe nature of the games.
do play some of the less
ones, like Pac-Man, Centisome of the pinball games.

it’s personalized, it’s for, girls with
complexes.”
(Obviously
a
, eating

y

Csustry

Sat., Jan. 23; 1-6 p.m.

cade, also
males to
“But they
combative
pede, and

’

Jhe

Washington, DC

sity student

lg coupe

tunity to take part in choral, band, jazz and dance concerts and a fully
staged theatrical production produced by the employees themselves.
So get your act together and show it to us. Then get ready to show it to
the world.
Audition date:

N

in the Virgin Is-

lands. by her smitten hongy Leighton

We are auditioning fordover "500 Singers, dancers, musicians, variety artists
"and technicians
for The Old Country; Busch Gardens” -1982 Entertainment Season.
The Old Country, America's most truly “themed’ theme park will
provide you with a paycheck and an opportunity to polish and display
your talents before an audience of over two million guests. And if invalauable expostire and experience are not enough in themselves, then we have
more for you! Free classes in all forms of dance, vocal instruction and

‘vidiots’ play. If I didn’t play syery
once in a while I’d go nuts.”
Jon Idelson, an American Univer-

investment’

and sex. Yes, sex. As James Donnelly

says

these bleeps and blinks, watching the

BY CHRIS CALLSEN

Pat succinctly, “but I’d rather not
have the exact figure publicized. The
people who need to know know and
it might not be in our best interests
to inform the rest.”

by Mike Farrand

§losus ayy

\&

°

PHOTO

His Money . ea

be about 25/1 male. She credits this
to the aggressive nature of the games.
This doesn’t keep her from spending
money on them, but then she plays
“to maintain my sanity. I give out
change here all day while listening to

HOYA

"A ““VIDIOT”’ and

tent? “No! I leave here frustrated as
hell, but that’s why I have to come
back, to do better the next time.”
Lloyd “Yyet” Dugan, a graduate
of Georgetown, reflects similar sentiments. ‘Sure the machine always
wins in the end, but you get a chance
to prove yourself’ powerful.
Each
time you eliminate a field ‘of centipedes on “Centipede,” for instance,
you get a sense of accomplishment.
Besides,
if I didn’t do this I'd be out
in the streets.”
Seems like squashing centipedes in
the streets would be a bit cheaper at

hit of the evening, and lovely

Lisa had to do all that she could to
keep her away from honey Kevin McGrath. Disco Dan Kelley became en-

Finally,

The Sneer
ultra-prep

this

fast

breaking

scoop—

has learned that a certain
(quasi-euro) is shipping

mega-quantities of sand into Georgetown for an upcoming Myrtle Beach
party. We hear that it will be an ex-

clusive

get

invite—but

more

deatils,

if The

we

Sneer can

invite

you

to

check it out . . ..
That’s it for this week ....Remember, The Sneer will always (but
not always graciously) accept contributions of gossip, libel, slander and
dirt—just drop off your little gems in
the HOY A office.

MARCH
.

Yes, | am interested in receiving more information about an Armed
Professions Scholarship. | understand there is no obligation. (OM)

LIFE

Qo,
ris

In fact, we'll even pay you $530 a month while you attend. That's in addition to
paying for your full tuition.
It's all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
How does it work?
If you're selected for a Physician Scholarship—from the Army, Navy, or
Air Force—you’re commissioned as an officer in the Reserve.
While you're in school, you'll have a chance to serve 45 days a year on
active duty, gaining valuable medical experience. After graduation, you will
serve three or more years, the length depending on the requirements of the
Service selected and years of scholarship assistance received.
As an Armed Forces physician you'll receive officer's pay and benefits.
You'll also see a diversity of patients and have opportunities to use
sophisticated medical technology.
But most important, while you're in medical schoo! we'll help pay the bills.
For more information, send in the coupon. There's no obligation whatsoever.

oH

FOR
\

g

Forces Health

For more information mail this coupon to:
Armed Forces Scholarships, P.O. Box C1776, Huntington Station, NY 11746
Check up to three:

Army]

Navy.O

Air Force [J

Name.

Sex. M___F

§

Apt

2

(please print)

Address.
City.

s

State.

Zip

Enrolled at*

Phone(

Yer

5

g

{
To graduate in

Degree
(Mofth, Year)

Ellipse to the Capitol

EL

School

141

January 22, 1982
Friday, 12:00
Support human

life.
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“TAPS—A Movie Wh ere the Students Really Strike Back
paper clips” against civilians, promises Moreland that he will work to

school’s superintend-

The
the

film’s

story

relationship

revolves

between

around

Moreland,

who is appointed cadet major because of his exemplary leadership, academic,
and
athletic ability, and
Bache, a warrior without a war who
espouses a code of duty, loyalty, and
most of all, honor. Moreland takes
the words out of his idol literally,
and only when his situation gets out
of hand, does he question what he
has been taught.
{
The

Academy,

where

generations

of military leaders have been trained
in

the

tactics

of

warfare,

is

to

be

closed down the next year for real estate development unless something is
done to prevent it. Bache, who is
forced to fight the ‘battle of the

when

tion, and other hardware) and to defend the school with force. Adults
. are captured and bussed out of the

compund. Using all of their military
training, the cadets turn the school
into a fort against the outside world
which wants their only home shut
down.
;
Hutton, one of our generation’s
very

best

Academy

‘actors,

who. was

Award

in Ordinary

given

an

=

=
Zi

wl
=
=
>
1%}
0
=
ol
=
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oO
O
=
~
o
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for his performance

People,

is also moving

“The final stage of any military mobilization is that of the children.”

in

Taps, although not quite as convincing. He imposed upon himself prior
to filming a reading list of militaryrelated books to enable him to formulate Moreland’s character, and along
with

his fellow

actors,

he

spent

\

complaining

what

began

was.

to

The

through

four’

to

the

actors

. . .

did we get ouselves into? Then

‘we

weeks at the Valley Forge Military
Academy
and Junior College, the
film’s location, in order to undergo
training in the rigors of military
school life.
“The first few days, we were all

. . . all
see

how

beneficial

regimentation
to us and

think

like

was

we were

it

getting

beginning

Hutton

cadets,”

has"

role that is old hat for him by now.

said.
“I

to

tour,” which is like extra guard duty,
a kind of punishment. Then I realized that they can’t do that. I'm an,
actor. But that’s the way our minds 2o
were working,” Hutton recalls.
George C. Scott fits well into a

remember,

rehearsal

mess,

and

they're

one

and

my

day,

I left

I was

my

first reaction

going

to

make

late

bunk

a

was ‘hell,

me

walk

a

He

has

played

Strangelove

and

generals
Patton,

in

Dr.

and his gruff

authoritative manner as Bache reaffirms his status as the consummate

HOYA

and this is crircial to the story of
Taps—we let others make the impression for us. We delegate our children

* Interviews
with

the

film

Arts Editor

with people

connected

Taps

to be both

proved

interesting and informative. There is
no feeling quite like the bizarre realization

that the actors, directors,

ducers,
always

etc., whose names
reading about, are

pro-

you are
actually

Moreland’s command, but his love of
things military leads him into inev-

itable conflict

pointed

shots
the

out

were

that

taken

school

all

of

from

the

looking out, thus accentu-

to the television set, then send them
off to schools and teachers we know
almost nothing about.”

ating the closed-in feeling
cadets were faced with.

Jaffe stressed that, ‘1 make a picture for me. I don’t tailor movies to a
certain audience.”
He admitted that he had had some
difficulty with the administration of

film

He
was

camera

the inside of
that

the

countered
charges
that
the
not realistic, and that More-

land carries too much power for a
student: “When Bache said that ‘the
cadet

major

is

the

man

under

me,’

that is the truth.”
“We

just

to

tell

a

good

story that we felt was realistic.”
Jaffe
made
a revealing remark
about the National Guard, whose
military equipment was used in the
film: “We made a reference to Kent

State (in the script), and the National
Guard said to take it out or you don’t
get the equipment.”

“Five

or six things we took out

were references,” he said. 1
Taps
was
directed
by

Harold

Becker, who has previously been successful with his film versions of Joseph Wambaugh’s
The Onion
Field

and The Black Marble. He stressed
the reality aspect of Taps, and said
that the time he spent at the Academy

) COURTESY

TWENTIETH

CENTURY:-FOX

was

a great learning experience:

‘Val-

ley Forge taught me more about what:
the

Script

should

be

than

Anyehing

else.”
;
;
“I tried to make the fiim as “be:
lievable as possible . . . all the pieces
need to be right so you can believe
the whole.”
“I didn’t want to create cartooncaricature-type people,” he said.
Tom
Cruise, who played David
Shawn,
a militant cadet who leads
the Academy’s fearsome Red Berets,

was obviously thrilled with the criti¢al attention

he

was

receiving.

A very

the more sensi-

dedication, my discipline, I got the
role. Agents can only put you up for
auditions, they can’t get you through g
role. Agents can only put you up for z
auditions, they can’t get you through.
. Timothy Hutton, Tom Cruise, and Sean Penn, and their troops take on
He described his character David
the world.
Shawn as ‘‘passionately in love with
the military, and unafraid of death.”
Te

Timothy Hutton, the star of Taps,
had

been.

tioning

wanted

with

tive-minded cadet major.
ver without realizing that they are
Thirteen-year-old Brendan Ward,
flying in the face of the society they
who plays Charlie, a plebe (first-year
are being trained to defend. Though
cadet) who idolizes Moreland and is
Bache departs with less than half the
awestruck
by
the
upperclassmen
film gone by, his influence carries the
around him, is touching as the viccadets forward.
tom of a blind desire to please them,
Good co-star performances abound
and to win their approval.
in Taps. Sean Penn makes his film
Taps is not a perfect film by any
debut in an emotional perfomance
as
means. Reality is stretched a bit in
Dwyer, a sophisticated, intelligent, . places (the armory, for instance, is
and questioning cadet who is Morea bit heavily stocked with military
land’s best friend and often his conhardware for a high school) and some
science. Penn’s military training was
may say that the whole story is too |
even more varied than Hutton’s, as
wild to be believable. This is debathe had to learn the fundamentals of
able, but who really cares? It is premilitary horsemanship as captain of
sented believably. The ending is highthe cavalry.
ly predictable,
however,
and this
Tom
Cruise,
an outgoing and
does hurt the film’s effectiveness.
promising actor who had a small part . But on the whole, Taps is interesting
in the flop Endless Love, is frightenand enjoyable (albeit not at all light
ingly successful as the gung-ho, milhearted), and is worth seeing.
;

O COURTESY

Inside the Cast ofthe Season’s Blockbuster
by Chris Midura

Berets, the most hardened military
group. He is willing to submit to

Bache
makes it possible for the
cadets to carry off a military maneu-

Bache cannot be reathed for con- .
sultation, so Moreland takes the only
route that he thinks will fit in with
his mentor’s concept of honor: he orders the cadets to confiscate the contents of the armory (which is loaded
with rifles, machine guns, ammuni-

itary-minded
David Shawn. Shawn
leads - the Academy’s corp of Red

mand. By forgetting this distinction,

undergoing

for

four

intense

hours,

and

ques-

was

ob-

viously
tired.
Informal
and
softspoken, he seemed somewhat ill-atease with the interview, though he
said he did not find talking about his
work difficult.
To the obvious comparison between his Academy-Award winning
portrayal of Conrad in Ordinary People and his role as Cadet Major Brian
Moreland

each

in “7aps,

"was

situation

Hutton

said

that

“a’young

person

with

to overcome,”

and

that that

a

was the only reasonable comparison.
On

winning

the

coveted

award,

Hutton remarked “You can’t let the
changes change you. After winning
the Academy Award, you
wake up the next day and

can’t just
say, ‘now

I’m a better actor.’ ”
When asked what he had been doing later, he responded, ‘I haven’t
worked since late June. I've been enjoying myself.”
“I feel real good about Taps,” he
said, “I'm teal proud of it. It was a
great year.”

Hutton said that his next project
would be a romantic comedy with
Kristy McNichol about 1920’s At-

lantic

“City,

entitled

Atlantic

City

Proof.

Sorry,

Tim,

breath.

I’m

not

holding

AUGUSTINIANS
i wb Si Sh tn,

the

ent, Brigadier General Harlan Bache.
It is produced by Stanley R. Jaffe
(The Bad News Bears, Kramer vs.
Kramer) and brother Howard, and is
directed
by
Harold
Becker (The
Onion Field, The Black Marble).

But

my

“HOW CAN |
MAKE MY LIFE

WORTHWHILE?"

Hn a

as his hero,

open.

as me i EE moe

Christmas

school

te A i ans
ut

before

and playing at various area theatres,
is an effective drama about the actions
of cadets at the fictitious
Bunker Hill Academy. The film stars
Timothy
Hutton
as Cadet
Major
Brian Moreland, and George C. Scott

the

Bache is forcibly removed from the
picture, Moreland, who is second-incommand,
is
informed
that
the
school is to be shut down immediately.

a ae

released

keep

ies eee ree Ge

Taps,

Arts Editor

One
way
may
be to live within the Augustinian
Fraternity. When you come to live with us, you observe
and participate in our community life for several years
before making a final commitment. You observe that we
are a religious community following the charism of St..
Augustine and ‘“‘that together and with one heart in
_ brotherhood and spiritual friendship, we seek and worship
God and we labor in the service of the people of God.”
We serve in colleges, high schools, parishes, foreign
ministries, retreats,
hospitals and
missions, campus
military chaplaincies.
WANT

MORE

INFORMATION?

CONTACT:

Father John Stack, O.S.A.
Villanova University
P.O. Box 338
Vilanova, PA 19085
(215) 645-7595
Name
Address

State

City

r ee so
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' old soldier of film.
The problem with the charastet of
Bache lies in the fact that he has lost
the. ability to distinguish his pupils
from the troops he used to com-

CENTURY-FO

by Chris Midura

TWENTIETH

a

- ta
Te

the arts |

Zip

School or Occ.

promising young actor, Cruise’s only
= previous movie role was a bit part in
Endless Love.
‘About his part in Taps, Cruise said,

Messrs. Jaffe, Jaffe, Becker, and Hutton talk about their movie, Taps.
real, friendly people who are not that
different in person from you or1 . .
Stanley R. Jaffe, who co-produced
Taps, had much to say about his project. The acclaimed producer of such

hits

as The

Bad

News

Bears

and

Kramer vs. Kramer, Jaffe commented
on the recurring theme of children’s
problems in his films.
“Kids
are

7

are

frequently

heroic,”
unaware

he

said.
of

the

“We
im-

a

a
&

RYT

ag

yh

a

pa
eT

=

i

pression we make on kids. Worse yet—

the Valley Forge Academy after the
film was made. “My intention was
not to condemn military academies,”
he said. But he said that the threestar

general

who

runs

the

watched
the completed
didn’t like it.
“It is interesting that
like

it

after

he

cashed

he

didn’t

checks,”

interesting

things

to

say.

He

weeks

to

get

of his role after
filming.
He was living

and

Jaffe said.
Howard Jaffe, who co-produced
the film with his brother, also had
some

him

school

film

the

“It was great. Very challenging, very
interesting.” He remarked that it took

©

in

loading
trucks
and
when he was chosen
said.

the

intensity

completion of
3
New York, un-

APPLICATIONS NOW
AVAILABLE FOR
1st COPLEY’S DISTRICT
ACTION PROJECT
Come to our Open House this Tuesday, 7
p.m. and meet the members of the DAP
and find out more
about this special,

special interest housing.
Application Deadline: Friday, Jan. 29
Action Coordinator, 109 Copley

Suite Rate Is

bussing tables,
for the role, he

Cruise shrugged off a question
about the importance of agents in
landing actors’ roles in films: “I
believe that through my talent, my

Applications also available from District

ay

over

the

:

~ VeryNifty.
If you have fail or friends coming to
town for the weekend, make them feel right

at home in a luxury suite. Only $45 per
night for up to four.

Call one of our small charming hotels.

{

Both are located between Georgetown, the
Kennedy Center, historic sites and
shopping.
Offer valid for weekend of February 5,
6, and 7. Advance reservations required.

Potomac Hotel Group
One Washington Circle Hotel
One Washington Circle, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
(202) 872- 1680
Toll Free 800-424-9671

The River Inn

924 Twenty-Fifth Street, N.W.Washington, D.C. 20037
(202) 337-7600
Toll Free 800-424-2741

:
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A

arts

Harry

K. Thaw

assassination of

Stanford White
and the resulting
Evelyn Nesbit scandal. Other characters in the film are all historically
based, including the immigrant film
director and the black revolutionary
~ they go so far off base as to appear
piano player.
~ totally ludicrous in their review. And
Thus, what we are dealing with is
to top it off, they have the audacity
to do so with arrogance, as if they . a piece of historical fiction in which
could acutally make a better movie.
real, historic persons, and imaginary
But, be that as it may. . ..
characters
intertwine
their
lives
Ragtime, the movie, is, as the
around that of the typical family.
critics have said, nowhere near as
The plot is loaded with interesting
good as Ragtime, the book. But, our
events and exciting complications, no
task here is to look at and review
one of which dominates the film
Ragtime, the movie. The movie sucmore than the other. The one. truly
ceeds better than one might expect,
crucial event, the struggle of a black
and is one of the finest examples of
man to protect his damaged pride, is
movie-making this year.
both
dramatically
and
tastefully
handled.
The plot is innovative without being bizarre, and has a subtle effect,
What makes Ragtime special is the
without being sublime. As in the
acting of the entire cast. Most of it is
E. L. Doctorow bestseller, an average
not exceptional, yet all of it is flawAmerican
family (so average that
less, right down to the smallest char-,
they are even named only “Mother,”
acter role, of which there are many.
“Father,” “Younger Brother,” etc.)
Howard Rollins carries much of the

A

s, bad times, Ragtime.
clyn Nesbit, but she is not as great as
film’s weight as Coalhouse Walker Jr.
she is putporied
to be. That's bethe angry young black man who finds
‘himself rejected at almost every turn.
cause she is simply not in the film“
James Cagney, back in films after a
that much. She is pretty, however.
twenty year hiatus, has a small but
Far better are James Olson and Mary
powerful part as Police CommissionSteenburgen as Mother and Father,
er Rheinlander Waldo, the man who
in a decidedly modern slant on the
comes into direct conflict with Coalfamily.
house.
Ragtime is entertaining and weil
ie
Elizabeth McGovern has an immade, and definitely worth catching.
portant part as the ingenue/flake Ev-

HOY A

Howard Rollins is considered to be
among what Newsweek has termed
“the New Breed”
of actor. After thir-

244-1456

his efforts

Come

Visit Qur

century black piano player. He finds

MORE THAN TWO INCOMES.

If you have at least two years of college left, they can
be over $6,000 cheaper. By joining the Army Reserve and
Army ROTC at the same time, you earn two incomes—
over $100 a month as a Reservist, and $100 a month as an
«ROTC Cadet. You graduate from ROTC a second lieutenant and continue in the Reserve as an Army officer. It's

called the Simultaneous Membership Program. By join-

ing the Army Reserve now, you can take your paid initial
entry training over the summer. You'll then qualify for
Advanced ROTC programs at over 800 colleges, universities,
and cross-enrollment schools. If you'd like to learn more,
stop by or call.

ARMY RESERVE. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
282-2016

HOYA Classifieds
Small Law Firm looking for 2 parttime receptionists, 9-1 and 1-6 p.m.
$4.00/hr. Duties include answering
‘phone, filing, xeroxing and misc. office duties. (202) 872-0700. Ask for
Diane.

Typing, professional work, RUSH
service and pick up available. Proofreading for accuracy. Free information pack. 522-4161 or 984- 7431.
VA, MD, DC.

| To Margo, the beautiful freshman

FLORIDA FOR FREE! We need students to sponsor our Spring Break
Trip here. For information and interview, call Julie 1-800-368-2006.

Renault

LeCar,

4-speed,

AM/EM, 4 new tires, will negotiate.
533-9029.

EUROPE FOR FREE! We need students to sponsor our Summer Program here. For information and interview, call Adam 1-800-368-2006.

ACE

TYPING

SERVICE.

Rollins, star of Ragtime.

and

Roots:

The

Second

stunt-

Hoya: Did you always want to be an
actor?
Rollins: No, I didn’t, because there
weren’t really a lot of people out
there for role models, or actors I
would like to be like. There were too
many black acters in very insignificant

roles,

that

had

very

little

to do,

with the plot, up until the time I had
discovered acting which was about
1967. Since then the same problem
has

basically

existed,

that

there

selves, that addressed themselves to
larger issues... I think that’s what I
look for most in my work:
Hoya: Do you think it’s harder today
in Hollywood for a black actor?
Rollins: I think so. I think it’s hard
for any black actor to reach any level
of success. I think necessarily because
of the way that America is set up
that it’s going to be more difficult
for a minority actor to experience
the same

kind

of range and challenge

in the material that’s offered because
so many times it’s not considered
marketable.
Hoya: How did you get the role in:

formance is quite exceptional, and
talk of Academy Awards is not premature. The HOYA spoke with Mr.
Rollins about his career and his work

haven’t been that many film roles or
movies made in which black characters were central to. the story, unless
you're talking about the period: of
films that started about ’68, ’69, the
whole black exploitation syndrome,

in Ragtime.

Superfly,

Hoya: Mr. Rollins, prior toyour work
in Ragtime, what other types of roles

type of things. The whole ““B”” movie

that my agent met Milo Forman at a
party earlier in 1980, they had struck
up a sort of friendship ten years ear-

syndrome.

lier,

had you had?

Hoya: Pam Grier films.
1 had
Rollins: Yes, that was when
just discovered acting and [those type
films] had reached [their] apex, I

Kenneth

Center

OUR WORK-STUDY PROGRAM GETS YOU

1980

at self-advancenieni

ed by the malicious practical joke of
a fireman, portrayed in the film by

4201 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008
(Centers in'Major US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Zurich, Switzerland

Volunteers and/or Interns needed
to work on a nationwide nuclear war
“education
project (Ground Zero
Week). Flexible hours Call Theo
Brown 638-7402.

teen years in the business, he is now
currently starring in the motion pic-

ture Ragtime. In the film he portrays
Coalhouse Walker, Jr., a turn-of-the-

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

“campus tourguide from New South.
I know
everything
except your
phone number. So, DEV-BLOF. I'd
- like to ask you something. Gil.

Arts Editor

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

“ TEST PREPARATION’

‘King

Generation.
t

_

Call

films

by Don Murphy

Led
Educational Center

Howard

Howard Rollins: A New Breed of Film Star

Prepare Jor djuid DAT &

KALA

PARAMOUNT

the

COURTE

One can’t help but laugh at the
critics, especially most of the ones in
this town (i.e. the Post). Either their
movie review sounds as if it were
about another motion picture (certainly not the one that you saw), or

is thrust into the tumultuous events
happening
during the turn-of-thecentury America. They come into
contact with such historic events as

OF PARAMOUNT

Arts Editor

COURTESY
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Ragtime: It Was the
‘Best of All Times

PHOTO

the

mes eet
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McMillan.

Rollins:

Prior

Mr. Rollins’ per-

to Ragtime

a lot of the same

1 had

done

type of “building”

kind of work. I had been trying to
get my career to a point where it had

a sort of momentum of its own. I did
a lot of theatre and television and
one other film for. cinema, a thing
called the House of God, which hasn’t

the

whole

suppose around the
never was, I never

those

films.

much

attention

Throughout

my

Jones

early seventies.|
longed to be in

I never
one

Cleopatra

paid

them

that

way or the other.

career

I’ve been

for-

Rag-

tunate to be able to do work that I

(time 1 went to do a television Movie
of the Week in France which was
just recently aired, called Thornwell,
about the black man who had been
given LSD by the army. Before that

spectability. Dignity, if you will . ..
a challenge to the roles ... like the
role of Andrew Young in King. There:

yet

it

been

was

released.

more

Just

before

or less commercials

and

radio. I also did have parts in the T.V.

felt

were

had

a certain

class, a certain

re-

even a couple of stage roles that

turned’me on, that I felt were really
about something more than them-

Ragtime?

Rollins: That happened because, well,
one

of the

things

so when

that

they

happened

saw

each

ing

me

out,

to

see

where

RATE.

MATH TUTOR available—Do you Tutors Wanted in all
loc subneed help with your‘math? Have jects, especially Math, Chemistry,
taught at UCLA, Community Col- and Economics. Tutors will be com“| lege, High School. Master's math pensated by the Community Scholplus
25
hours.
Jack
Marks, ars Program. Applications available
527-6290.
in 208 Maguire.

my

head

three,

to

be exact,

in which

we

con-

centrated on different scenes, like in
the first one we concentrated on the
scene where he has the confrontation
with the policeman, and Willie Conklini...

to that effect. What I do know is that
by the time we did film most of what
we had as our shooting script, they
cut certain things out, like the Emma
Goldman and Houdini scenes. Some
of the stuff in the book was never

filmed, like the J. P. Morgan scene |,
that

was

never

filmed.

So

what

hap-

pened

was that, based on cutting out

these

things,

the

‘focus

shifted

to

Coalhouse. But if one reads the shooting script not that much was changed.
Plus we had natural limits on how
long we could run.
Hoya: What was it like working with
James Cagney?
2
Rollins: (sighs) At Soints it was almost

my

You can have it delivered to your

door! For only $13.09 a week,
Monday to Saturday .
$14.85

for Sundays. Send to:
3421 M Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20007

WHY GO INTO WASHINGTON WHEN
|
WASHINGTON’S BEST PIZZA IS LOCATED JUST
ACROSS THE RIVER IN ROSSLYN?

RESTAURANT
&

LOUNGE ‘Hours: 5p.m.-12a.m.

MONDAY

and he does it so well. Well, then in
the second autition we did the Morgan Library scene, and then finally
they had me reading against other
actors, then followed two screen tests,
and then five weeks later I walked into my agency, and Annette the secretary said ‘Hello Coalhouse,” and I
said, “What did you say?” I freaked
out, I mean I cried and did everything.
Hoya: Who was responsible for increasing the importance of Coalhouse
in the transition from book to screen
. who
decided to make him the
central force of the film?
Rollins: Well, I don’t know if, and/or
when that was a conscious decision,
or if a conscious decision was made

unbelievable,

And

it still is [un-

‘believable] that 'a man of such proportions and such talent I can -call

Che New Hork Eimes

Box 238

in

was at, what I felt like in the room.
Then followed a series of auditions,

21st and

Pa., N.W.Open Mon-Sat. 466-TYPE
or 966-8810 (evening). STUDENT

other

1980 at a party, she told him she
had a client that she thought would
be right for the role of Coalhouse. So
he agreed to see me at the Gulf Western Building in New York, which is
where Paramount has their headquarJters, and I met him for fifteen, twenty minutes, talking very gently, feel

SUBSCRIBE
TO

Gil Tenzer

was

Hoya: McMillan . . . :
Rollins: McMillan, yes. A wonderful
‘actor ... he’s got a great character

NITE FOOTBALL
ON T.v.

Offering 2 Great Specials
Mondays & Saturdays 50% off your pizza
50% Off does not pertain to carry-out service

JUST BRING YOUR STUDENT L.D.!
$10.00 Minimum.

Offer Good 6 p.m.-11 p.m. Monday- -Saturday
1901 Ft. Myer Drive / 524-1904
CARRYOUT SERVICE AVAILABLE!

friend.

Working

with

him

was

like working with someone who I
would call a professional, someone
who really knows his job very, very,
well. Although older and slightly incapacitated, he always lit up when he
was in front of the camera It was a
learning experience. Everybody was a
joy to work with.
Hoya: You mentioned that you had
no real role models to look up to.
Rollins: There just were none. . al
though

I

think

I always

wanted

to

have the kind of notoriety that someone like Mr. Poitier had ... I'd give
anything to work with him... and I
admired Paul Robesona lot . . .
Hoya: Well, would you like to see
yourself become a role model to
young people today?

Rollins: Uhh ...I

really don’t con-

sciously think in terms of that . . . if
it happens as a result of what I do,
and

that

I stimulate

in people

some

sort of respect in myself, respect for
what I do, that’s fine, but I'm not
looking to take on the role of being
somebody’s hero, because none of us
are perfect, we all have flaws we’d
like to work on.
Hoya: Then, do you see Coalhouse
as becoming some sort of symbol,
against injustice or whatever?

Rollins: "I would. hope that many of
the qualities that Coalhouse Walker
possesses can be picked up by people
of all cultural distinctions, a sense of
self-respect, a sense of dignity, a sense
of intelligence, and dignity . . . those
are all things we could use more of . . .
. Hoya: What kind of advice would
you give to people when they confront
the Willie Conklins (the “bad guy’ in
the film) of the real work?
Rollins:
To recognize
that Willie
Conklin is a result of ignorance and
fear, and not to let that fear consume
them also, as it did him. Racism and
all .those ugly aspects of the human
condition in America are results of
ignorance and fear, lack of information. The stronger man is the one .
who

can

walk

away

from

a situation

like that . . . depending on the specifics of the situation of course.
Hoya: And finally, the old cliche of a
question, what would you suggest to
anyone trying to break into Hollywood?
Rollins: To try laying bricks first . . .
and then maybe show business!

Write for HOYA ARTS
Call 625-4554
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Columbia

voice (since he
the fierce cold

Bono,

the

vocalist

barking

for

U-2,

from

a

was

had just arrived from
of Buffalo) as he ex-

ourselves from the others . . .

as a rock

’76 when

we were . .. uh...

sixteen,

Few groups are able to control a
crowd as U-2 does. Bono's prediction

getic

we

it’s

separate

before

and

-we

were

born

feel

with

the ‘explosion’ of

important

to

‘The Top and

sisted ‘the

audience
the act.

A

Arts

All

Editor

only

one

item

on

any

the

list can

be “best the rest are simply ‘“‘better.” Yet, even the critics use the
term when they describe those events
that

they

most

enjoyed

during

You

~
ONAN
WN

could

at

the

best be described

with

headstrong,

charismatic

ener-

rhythms,

a polished simplicity.
As for the message of their music,

which they all write together, Bono
asserts: “No yah-yahs, just real gut
(goot) and heart... and an attempt
at intelligent music that the Beatles,

Dylan,
able

and
to

some

others

produce.

have

been

Christ,

I'm

only

“the

Edge,”

had

‘twenty-one...
The lead guitar,

the

audience

open-mouthed

he took them up
progressions while

as

Johny Jones.
The wholesome musical comedy
written in. 1904 is cute if somewhat

A Stall Writer

can’t

pan

the ¢olorful

festiv-

of step, the band slightly off-key, the
‘ floats less than dynamic, but it remains

pure entertainment.

In this All-

American tradition, Donny Osmond
waves the flag high: for his stage debut in the Kennedy Center’s production of: George
M. Cohan’s Little

The

revival

offers

no

new

twists; without pretending to teach,
preach or reach any mind-shattering
conclusions,

Cohan

simply

enter-

tains. Although new to the stage, 24year old Osmond has traded on this
ticket for 19 years. In a calculated attempt

to

ditch

his

trailing

teeny-

bopper image of “Puppy Love’ fame,
he graduated from kids’ stuff to fill
Guy
Lombardo’s
New Years Eve

proved hypnotic at times. Of course
there was lots of response from the
hit “I Will Follow,” but songs like
Rejoice” and ‘““‘Another Time, An-

“Gloria”
approval.

was

met

with

percussionists
but somehow

His clean-cut Johnny, straight off
the ‘All-American Corn Flakes box,
still charms grandma’s socks off,

Derby. Johnny's

1

crooked

Brennan's

ying

. Four Friends
. They All Laughed
An
American
Werewolf

e TERM PAPERS, THESES, DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES, COVER LETTERS

in

London
Honorable Mention: (in alphabetical |
order) Blowout,
Excalibur, LGalliOutland; Prince of the "City,
“poli,
Taps,

Time

Bandits

an

appealing

simplicity

out

REVIEW

SPEED)

READING

offer:
Low

Cost

Courses

Please Call. 362-7386
9 am.

which

a boisterous

TOEFL

The Director of Reading and Study Skills |

passes for patriotism. Anna McNeely
as Goldie’s aunt, and Florabella Fly,
Society Editor of the San Francisco
Searcher round
ticoat trio.

REVIEW

5. Small Classes or Tutoring

pert

- ing foil for British snobbery, embod-

Heaven

GMAT

4. Nightly & Weekend

This brash, independent lass is a strik(tie)

REVIEW

3. Convenient Locations

race track agent in cahooots
sweetheart’s
protective
Maureen

fl.

2. Quality Instruction
*

suit with Goldie Gates, a California
copper
heiress, is obstructed
by .a
~ with
his
guardian.

own states.

In:

GRE

We

The scant plot revolves around an
American jockey’s stake in fame and

English

as a whole is both bizarre and interesting. Just be warned that
some poeple will enjoy it more
than others, depending upon their

LSAT REVIEW

back
mis-

shoes. In Little Johnny Jones Osmond
proves he can carry a muscial.

at the

original thought,

Transemantics.

Courses

placed sounds of the lead guitar. Two
other young women go-goed on either
side of the mohawked Annabella.

‘love

for such extravaganzas

from

delighted

Sixteen-year-old Annabella Luwin:
sings to the Burundi beat, and frantic
rhythms
of the
up the melodic

to the

He thus begins to perform his experiments upon himself--with disastrous results.
The movie divides itself rather
cleanly into three parts, with the
+ Jeckyll/Hyde sequence being the
most intriguing. The special effects, especially in the last portion,
are truly exceptional, and the film

Get the competitive edge

other Place” were just as good, if not
better.
‘Another
well-known
song,

Goldie. bounces into such ridiculous
disguises as a British lord, a French
coquette, and a New York paperboy

1

City

. Pennies From

Reds,

he

and down various
his tonal emissions

Heat

. Arthur/SOB

Se

England

ities of a good ol’ Fourth of July
parade. The majorettes may be out

Raiders of the Lost Ark

Ragtime,

U-2

in

effect

chords,

corny.

..Cutter’s Way
. Chariots of Fire
. Body

the

any

opinion:

. Atlantic

rage
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The Top Ten Best Films of 1981
"1.

to involve

by Margaret Eustace

given year; it seems every one is
prone to talking in superlatives! Nevertheless, as far as this’ critic is concerned, the following are the “best”
and “‘worst” films of 1981, giving
you guidelines, hopefully, for forming your own

band’s effort

musical

’n’ roll band maximizing its

Donny Osmond Can’tErase Stereotypes

term ‘‘best™ is itself a misAccording to the English lan-

guage,

audience.

as emotional participants in
Strobes and high-powered:

moment,

The
nomer.

show that the

white lamps aimed at the audience
left people blinking and wondering
where the barbed wire was.

by Don Murphy
HOY

the

would. be drained and emotionally
spent was atcurate; the tremendous
amount of energy emanated
by the
band the effective use of lighting ds-

Bottom Films
of Last Year

ene

EES

existence,

‘as the Who film Tommy). What. ever the problems may have been,
the plot stays pretty close to the
original ‘novel. A young doctor,
Dr. Jessup, portrayed by William

The questions asked by the
film Altered States are-both many
and puzzling. ‘From whence did

‘U-2:Critical and artistic. success from Ireland.

know

- 5 pm

Mon-Fri.

Transemantics, Inc.
Communication Skills Division
6161 Wisconsin Ave. NW.

pet-

Washington, D.C. 20016

i

© 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT

Other Great Films— Absence of Malice, Raggedy Man, Thief

Serving Washington’ s Student Community

The Ten Worst Films of 1981
"(and how!)
1. Mommie Dearest
2. Scanners

Since 1978

5. Modern Problems
The Legend of the Lone
Nice Dreams
Looker
Neighbors

Ranger

Victory

Pl
Re

10.0

5

The Ability Group
2025 I St., N.W. Suite 810
659-7676
223-0808

3. Endless Love
4. Under the Rainbow
6.
7.
8.
9.
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arts
since appeared in Body Heat and
Eyewitness) is conducting a large
number of experiments
in sensory deprivation. He decides that
his greatest triumph would be to
be able to regress to the time ‘of
the most primitive state of man’s

ficulties with director Ken Russel
(best

$2.50 or $1.50 with SEC card

hoarse

plained, “No, no, U-2’s not a part of
this ‘psychedelic revival’ and although

A

ALTERED STATES
LA-6, MED SCHOOL
January 22 and 23, 8:00

Obi

Ne a

ISLAND

for the unusual double-billing of two
very different bands, both .from the
* British Isles: Bow Wow Wow and U-2.
As the old cinema slowly filled to
capacity, the band members were in
dressing
rooms
which
resembled &
abandoned tenant flats in the Bronx,
but which were guarded by official- =
looking head-bashers.
practically

ke

Cortright

Page

Hurt (in his first film role—he’s

man originate?” “What came before him?” “Where has he been?’
“Where is he headed?” The answers, when they do arrive, may
leave the viewer confused and disoriented due to their vagueness.
The trip between question and answer
is both spellbinding and
breathtaking.
.
Altered States was written by
the late playwright Paddy Chayefsky, based upon his book of the
j same name, but was later disowned |,
by Chayefsky
(he inserted his
pseudonym, Sidney Aaron onto
the screenplay) after creative dif-

Staff Writer

One cold December evening a few
weeks ago, the Ontario Theatre on

pm

A

ie

Jagex oy $e
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~ Great Moments in Georgetown Sports/ Bill Ferraro

' son a desirable choice.

‘Inheriting . a
termed * “shaky,”

0
<

Thompson

confidently

THE PROTESTANT CHAPLAINCY OF THE OFFICE
CAMPUS MINISTRY SPONSORS:

as

sumption,

and

an

unusually

Fairfield quintet.
The team labored
ord,

enjoying

the

big

to a 13-13 recover

only Rutgers 57-55, NIT-bound Penn
State 63-58, and St. John’s in overtime

85-82.

As in the

previous

year,

1-10.

Coach Thompson
urged patience, a
+ commodity wearing thin among many

Hoya faithful.
Coach Thompson
had predicted
excellence in 1975. Sound recruiting
made Coach Thompson a ‘man of his

avenged

the

Blue

and

Gray

a

regular

season

loss

to

20-footer

Edwin Hopkins, a 6’9”’ 210-Ib center
from the same high school in Baltimore that produced Marvin “The Human - Eraser’ Webster. Completing

with two

seconds

remain-

ing to defeat West Virginia, 62-61.
‘The
Hoyas
were
not so lucky

All-Met
over

forward,

Notre

Dame,

chose Georgetown
and

became

the

first’ nationally-acclaimed player to
select Georgetown since John Thompson had been head coach. Steve Martin, a 6’4” swing man from New Orleans and 6°11” 250-1b Tom “Mount”
Scates from the District were other
‘noted recruits, Combined with the

seniors of Coach Thompson’s ‘initial
class and returning nucleus of underclassmen," these freshmen made the
Hoyas a formidable foe.
Except for a stunning one point
loss to unknown Gannon College,
Georgetown pounded their opponents
with = predictable ' ease
throughout
1975-76. They concluded the regular
season at 19-6, and swept by Villanova and George Washington to win
their
second
consecutive
ECAC
Southern crown. Sent west by the
NCAA committee, Georgetown again
ended their season on a sour note.
Out-muscled inside, the Hoyas:were

Smith

graduated

as

the

Hoyas

CX
a JKR
al rear

early

George
Washington,
66-59,
and
earned their first NCAA bid in 32
years when Derrick Jackson canned a

word. His major coups were getting
6’0” guard Derrick Jackson, considered the best guard in Illinois; and

all--

time leading scorer, with 1,255 points
and a 12.4 average. Also in the 1,000
point club were Merlin Wilson and

Bill Lynn. Merlin Wilson demolished
the old rebounding standard by 453
caroms, leaving with 1,230. Bill Lynn
graduated fourth on the rebounding
list with 662. Jon Smith and Merlin
Wilson were also among the top ten
in assists.
* In the past the departure of such
mainstays would have spelled disaster
for the Hoyas, but after four seasons
as coach, John Thompson had con-

structed a legitimate program. Qual
ity

players

were

!

still at Georgetown,

and the imminent arrival of John
‘Duren and Craig Shelton would virtually assure rapid entry into the first
rank of college powers. Futility was a
thing of the past. The glorious day,
still in progress, of Georgetown bas-

ketball had dawned.

against Central Michigan in the Mideast Regional. A dubious charging call
on Jonathan Smith at the buzzer re-

the freshman. crop were steady 63”

OF

games,

front-

but

his effectiveness.
3
:
Despite these burdens, the team
regrouped and finished with a flurry,
.winning nine of ten while qualifying
for the ECAC
Southern
Division
Tournament. In the hills of West Virginia the Hoyas came of age. They

dent on the road, where they followed

prean

a “big

in his hands whenever he raised his
arms, the veteran center lost much of

the team’s inexperience was most evia bleak 3-9 log with a miserable

had

backcourt,

83-76.

BHRARTEN

first nine

now

slumped through a six-game losing
streak. Matters were compounded by
a banner in McDonough Gym displaying a racial slur against Coach
Thompson and a mysterious neurological disease which suddenly afflicted Merlin Wilson. Losing feeling

strong

victories

deep

by Arizona,

on

squad could not overcome the rigors
of a toughened schedule. Among the
additions were Notre Dame (at South
Bend),
Division
II Champion As-

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE

$2

Personal Development Group
tach Monday. 5-6 p.m.
Beginning January 25
#110 Healy
Bible Study, Sharing. Worship, interaction
Rev. Joseph

“soph-frosh”

Hoyas

and

soundly

Only gritty, hustling play, which had
come to characterize Coach Thompson’s teams, kept the score respectable.
The Class of 1976 left plenty of ink
in the Georgetown record book. Jon

Be CL

on lacked the key element of consistency. After winning seven of their

- predominantly

The
line

beaten

amp

the

in the Navy.

3.
in a Chippewa one- -and-one
with no time on the clock. These free
throws gave Central Michigan, led by
unstoppable Dan Roundfield, a 7775 victory.
Success on the court helped breed
success in recruiting. Al Dutch, 6°7”

Ra

guard Craig Esherick from Springbrook High in D.C., and Mike Riley,
a 5’8” defensive specialist who recently had finished a two-year hitch

.99

M. Smith. leader

Also:
Biblical Seminar.

Each Wednesday. 6:30-7:30 p.m.
‘Beginning January 27

#111 Healy

“The Cost of Discipleship’
Mr. Ron Willis, leader

:

5

)

SOUND ELECTRONICS OF GEORGETOWN
36th and O Streets, N.W. * 965-7444
One block from Georgetown University
John Thompson,

seen here at his

first press conference as head bas- ketball coach March 17, 1972.

SPECIAL
SINGLES

Dance Party
Saturday, Jan. 23
9p.m.-1am.
Ramada Inn-Old Towne
901

N. Fairfax Street

Alexandria

Admission: $4.00
($2 until 11pm with this ad)

Info: 703-820-3846

Largest Catholic
Bookstores on
the East Coast:
Spirituality-

UNDER

THE
UMBRELLA,

So if you're wondering who works for
an insurance company,

over 30,000 people

from differing backgrounds are at work for
The Travelers right now. They've chosen us
‘because we have the resources, variety, benefits,
rewards and growth that make up the ingredients

for a bright future.
Travelers representatives will be visiting
your campus soon. For details, see your Placement
Director or write to; RubinI. Fisher, Assistant

Director, The Travelers, Dept. CA, One
Square, ‘Hartford, CT 06115
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/E

THE TRAVELERS

Tower

3329 Eighth St. [VE
526-1036

3

a
ua.

antheting And as an insurance industry leader,
we offer rewarding careers in actuarial science,
underwriting and sales.

- Newman Bookstore

Al

Under The Travelers umbrella, you'll id
careers in engineering, data processing, finance,

ae

wide range of financial products.

®

FORTHE

-. CAREER
MINDED:
eInterview Preparation Skills Identification ¢ Resume Writing ® The Job Interview ¢ Analyzing the Job Market
Register now for. participationin

CAREER SEMINARS on Saturday,
Feb. 13, 1982
Tobe held at:
RAMADA INN, BETHESDA
8400 Wisconsin Ave.
Bethesda, MD 20814
STATE ROOM—8:30 amto 12:30 pm
Fee per person—$50 ($35 plus $15 nanrefundable registration fee)

SEATS ARE LIMITED!
Reserve your place now by sending
$15.00 check or money order (nonrefundable registration fee) to:

CARRER SEMINARS, INC.
4405 East-West Highway, Suite 110
Bethesda, MD 20814
The balance of $35.00 may be paid in advance or at the door.
A confirmation will be mailed to you upon
receipt of your deposit. If we can help
you with any additional information,

please call us at 656-0880.

OER

hasn’t, should consider The Travelers. Because
“we offer careers both in insurance and in a variety of other fields which help us service our

5 Sm

and anyone who

ge

for an insurance company,

PhilosophyLiterature
Near
C.d./Brookland
‘Metro Station—Free
Coffee in the Lounge

~

Religious StudiesAnyone who has ever wanted to work

ge

]

Coach

best dicted the Hoyas’ emergence
situation - at
Thompson did well
Eastern power by 1975,

Before 1975 there was 1974, a
year which witnessed maddeningly
slow improvement. Sparkplug 58”
guard Alonzo, “Cheese” Holloway,
6’4” swing man Mike McDermott,
and 6’5” leaper Larry Long bolstered
the returning sophomore core, but

ae

Turmoil reigned» supreme in the
to guide the Hoyas to a 12-14 mark
Georgetown basketball program durduring the 1972-73 season. Freshman
ing the spring of 1972. They had
recruits played a major role in obcompleted a dismal 3-23 campaign,
taining ‘this record. Jonathan Smith,
in which opponents had averaged an
a 6’1” guard, and Merlin Wilson, a
astounding 86 points per game.
. 6’9” center, deserve particular men¥4iThe dissension-wracked squad was
tion. Graduates of St. Anthony’s High
~. chided constantly by student media
where they had performed for Coach
for spending more time in local bars - Thompson, they paced the Hoyas in
than in McDonough Gym. Jack Mascoring and rebounding respectively.
gee, only two years before the coach
Nicknamed “The Magician,” Merlin
of an impressive NIT unit, had reWilson’s
14.1
rebounds per game
signed in frustration and disgust. Cirplaced him 14th in that category nacumstances
demanded
a
drastic
tionally.
change, and in John Thompson
Other prominent freshman were
Georgetown found a man eminently " Billy Lynn, a 6°10 stringbean-center/
able to effect such a turnaround.
forward with a nice outside touch,
Hiring John Thompson was itself
and Mike Stokes, a sharp-shooting
indicative of the University’s change
backcourtman. Tim Lambour, junior
“in direction. Largely through the efpoint guard, was the only upperclass* forts of then President Father Robert
man seeing significant playing time.
Henle,
-S.J., and
270-b. - football
As a teanr, Thompson sought to
standout Alex Hampshire, a ‘black
reacquaint the Hoyas with the spirit
who was a member of the search comof winning. The process ‘was arduous
mittee, Thompson became the first
but steady. Blowouts suffered at the
black major college coach «in the
hands of St. John’s and Maryland
country. It was hoped that his stature
were partially offset by victories over
in Washington would improve Georgethe likes of St. Bonaventure’s and
town’s relations with the surrounding
Boston College. In total; the season
community, which ip turn would atwas a valuable learning experience
tract local basketball talent to the
for the freshmen and reestablished
Hilltop. His reputation as a strict disstability within the Georgetown bas~ciplinarian also made ‘John Thompketball program. At its conclusion

op iil i impai

Looking Back: The John Thompson Years, 1972-76

hE

Ay

THE
STREAK
The Hoyas’ 13 game win streak
was evidence of Georgetown’s entrance into big-time, NCAA basketball. Covering this season’s games for

the HOYA, Photo Editor Chris Callsen presents a
1981-82 season
tests are any
second half of
ball will be even

few glimpses of the
so far. If these conindication, then the
Georgetown Basketmore memorable.

|
Georgetown
Morgan State
‘Jones, 21 points
Patrick Ewing, 7 rebounds

81
53

Georgetown
San Diego St.
Eric. Floyd, 21 points

71
53

Fred Brown, 9 rebounds

Georgetown
St. Leo
Bill Martin, 21 points
Anthony Jones, 11 rebounds

83
37

Georgetown
American
Eric Floyd, 24 points
Patrick Ewing, 13 rebounds

75
63

Georgetown
Boston Coll.
Hancock, Floyd, 20 points
Patrick Ewing, 7 rebounds

67
51

Georgetown

62

Seton Hall

60

sign up under our Delayed Entry Program,

you can do the choosing.
;
Of course, whether you choose surveying or air traffic control, you must qualify. And
you may have to wait a bit for an opening in
the skill training of your choice.
But if you qualify, we will guarantee your
choice up to twelve months in advance.
For a chance to serve your country(and train for the skill of your choice), visit your
local Army Recruiter. Or call Army Opportunitie:

Eric Floyd, 19 points
Patrick Ewing, 9 rebounds
Clockwise, from left: GU freshman
Patrick

Ewing

dominates

against

St. John’s. Frosh Anthony Jones
. defends against San Diego State.

:
“A
ah
7

ARMY.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

. Senior captain Eric Sleepy’ Floyd
evades a defender. Under the basket with Pat, where he has set the.
defensive tempo this year.

i

61
48

Geo. Washington
Eric Floyd, 17 points
Patrick Ewing, 5 rebounds

76
52

J
Georgetown.
W. Kentucky
Eric Floyd, 22 points
Patrick Ewing, 11 rebounds

Student Bodies,
this is a test.

45

My body is:
A. Not in danger of being
mistaken for.a sex object.
B. Kept under wraps
at all times.
2 Afraid of mirrors.
. Any or all of the above.

Columbia
Patrick Ewing, 14 points
Patrick Ewing, 6 rebounds

Eh

"IN PARADISE.

|

Nautilus

A.

Can rejuvenate student
bodies.

B.

Is so close | can go
between classes.
. Gives me special student
discounts.
D. All of the above.

How do you feel about the idea of a party? If you can't
stand them, don't waste your time on this invitation.
Because the party we're throwing has all the
possibilities of reaching super proportions.

We've got all the right ingredients: good people, good
music and good, cold adult beverages of your choice. And
ha

Rosslyn

wy
49

Georgetown
Niagara
Patrick Ewing, 20 points
Patrick Ewing, 13 rebounds

A LITTLE HELL |

“Fitness Center:

00

38
26

Georgetown

My Rosslyn

oO

Georgetown
Nevada-Las Vegas
Eric Floyd 27 points
Anthony Jones, 9 rebounds

Fitness

Thagee

SIT

75

I

flexibility,

Nautilus designs programs
for men and women to build
strength, muscle tone, cardio-

“vascular health and to aid weight control.
;

Georgetown
St. John’s
Eric Floyd, 16 points

72

Test yourself! Call 524-0000 fora free trial
workout. Open 7 days a week.

1749 Wilson Blvd. in Rosslyn, VA
Just across Key Bridge from GU.

Mike Hancock, 7 rebounds
!

-

NEW!

hair port, Itd.
georgetown
open 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. and...

A Little Bit About What You Can Expect From The
:

If you've never had the opportunity to visit the Bahamas

,

3

--

==

Among

atmosphere!!! We are still proud of the
work we produce!
0

WITH

1614 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
333-6880

COUPON

just 2 blocks from campus

:

ard buildings

the moon, both in the

modern

company of people
who relate to the party
philosophy.
Now, the fact
that you'll be with a
group of people
doesn’t mean you're

]

<i
i

Z

night spots,

;

:

g

good restaurants.
The best

k

AY

Eas
£5

accommodations for

|

the money at the
beautiful Shalimar
Hotel. These people

are wonderful
:
hosts. Your hotel
will have considerable charm and comfort.
:
And the best people. Bahamians depend on visitors for

but at no time will anybody push you into a planned event or

their livelihood. So, even though they're friendly to begin with,

blow a whistle and pack you onto a museum-bound bus. We'll
give you the itinerary, just for the record, but after the ‘Get |

they'll make an extra effort to shake the hand that feeds them.
All things considered, there's one way you're not going to have

Acquainted party" You're invited to improvise. O.K?'
On with it.
:

a really good time.
Stay home.

Roundtrip air transportation: New York/Freeport.

nn

* Roundtrip transfers: Freeport Airport/Hotel.

* 7 nights hotel accommodations (quad occupancy) with
kitchenettes in all rooms. Double/triple rates on request.
* Hotel ‘Room Tax.
* Gratuities for bellmen, chambermaids, poolmen.
* Flyin
ith
i
i
ying D ji scount Cardr entitling
you to special
reductions
and concessions at shops, stores, restaurants and more.

:

-

|

I

ne nn me

i

4
7

i

Nl

)

(GRY

PLUS

;

Moonlight Cruise with open bar.

‘

$1.00 per person per day Energy Surcharge Tax (Payable at hotel)

UD SS

x

|

MS

GST SEN fn Cf

Se fo

G00 0

30 Maison Mverus, New York, N.Y. 10022

¢

EE a,

i

§

i

| INTERPCOLLEGIATE HOLIDAYS INC.

|

I
|
|

i
|

{J© Jan.
02-Jan. 09
Jan 053n
i
7 Jan. 16-Jan. 23

| © Jan 23van. 30
1

$4.00 Bahamian Government Departure Tax.

|
Lil

Shalimar

Your Trip Includes:

Not included:

1

i

lively markets and

headed for a “tour”.

*

}

Best

This effort is going to
be incredibly inexpensive but it's not a “package” type package
Everything's included as far as airfare and hotel are concerned,

.

iH
i
i

3

te mperature
t Yoo
is 70
Farenheit. The best
beaches. Thetiost
hao

the sun and how! at

*

|

the attractions: |

Weather Tne

Week
is going to be
te bast

Special feature:

Don't let yourself get caught in a factory

before,

don't let this one pass you by. There are reasons why the islands
have attracted visitors for the last few hundred years, including
18th century tour groups consisting mostly of pirates.

‘The Bahamas College

no appointment necessary!
DISCOUNT

Bahamas.

opportunity you'll have
(before summer
vacation) to bask in

Georgetown
Robert Morris
Eric Floyd, 22 points
Patrick Ewing, 8 rebounds

|

In today’s Army, there are literally

hundreds of skills to choose from. And if you

-

Georgetown

i

GUARANTEED.
:

I

|

I

© Mar, 20-Mar. 27

Additional summer

JENMar. aaa
27-Apr. 03
TJ Apr. 10-Apr. 17

5 amaraonas.
departures

Plus 10% tax and Gratuities.

($25 supplement for February and April departures.)
Check One

I

aisq available

:

[J Alright! Sounds Good. I've checked the week

| want to party and, enclose my $50 deposit

{I Send additional information.

I

Name

|

Address

I

City
Telephone

|

Bahamas College Week
$279
£]
Feb. 27-Mar.
Fife
Dn 06
0 Mar 13-Mar. 20

1
i

i

I

|
I

i
1

State

| Price based on departures from New York.

Zip

i
|

BAHAMAS COLLEGE WEEK. |

il

I

[}
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Fouls, Huskies Doom or 53-52

‘GUTrackls
On The Move

; Georgetown Suffers First Home Loss This Year

38 second-half

points.

swered

points

to

take

that

point

on.

charge.

That

of the game from

Connecticut

led

at in-

termission, 25-21. Eric Floyd contributed only two points to the first
half effort, managing but one field
goal after six attempts.
# = The second half remained close
until a set of highly questionable
foul calls cost GU the momentum.

f

« “but

with

pressure.”

U.Conn sealed the win by hitting 16
of 19 free throws in the final 6:14.
The Hoyas were led in scoring by
freshman
Anthony
“A. J.” Jones
with 13 points. Eric Floyd added 10
straight game in which “Sleepy” has
hit under 50 percent from the floor.
The game matched GU freshman
Patrick Ewing against U.Conn veteran center Chuck
Aleksinas. When
asked about Ewing’s lack of aggressiveness over the past few games,
Thompson
remarked that “Patrick
has been- getting too much guidance.
Everybody is aware of him. Maybe
I've controlled him too much. I'm
going to let him play. If I've done
anything

to

him,

I'm

going

to undo

it

ketball this year. Here it is:

Huskies
(63):
McKay
4 3-5
11,
Thompson 6 4-6 16, Aleksinas 3-6-9
12, Hobbs 2-4-5 8, Baily 3 8-8 14,
Kuczenski 10-02, Giscomibe 0 0-0 0.
Totals 19 25-33 63.

00, E. Smith 2 1-2 5, Ewing 4 0-0 8,
Hancock 1 0-0 2,
Totals 22 8-12 53.

Refrain: It’s been so long since last we met,
Lie down forever, lie down
Or have you any money: to bet,

Spriggs

2

0-0 4.

4,520 (sellout)

HOYA

Stafl

as the arch-rival Orangemen put together a winning surge in the final

Minnesota, was the major factor in
the Orangemen’s victory. His calm
court presence and sharp passes continually broke GU’s full-court press,
often accounting for lay-ups or easy

two

jumpers.

Georgetown’s
ended

13

in

minutes

game

Syracuse

to

winning

on

Sunday

overcome

George-

have yet to beat Syrain the Carrier Dome,

which was packed with more
© 25,000 noisy fans, but will get
chance to avenge the loss when
'cuse travel to the Capital Centre

We've heard about those loyal fellows up at Yale
Brag and Boast about their “BoolayBoola,”
We've heard the Navy yell, we've listened to Cornell
We've heard the sons of Harvard tell
hold

60) collected
his second
Thompson
had to replace
senior Ed Spriggs.

them-

Choo! Choo! Rah! Rah! Dear old Holy Cross
The

proud

old Princeton

The

tiger is never at a loss

But the yell of all the yells, the yell that wins the day
Is the

“Hoya,

Repeat

Hoya

of the dear old

Saxa!

than
their
SyraFeb-

Lady Hoyas Regroup

The

After Slow Start
Special

to the

HOY

A

basketball

have
en’s

not been
squad.

lack

so kind

Slowed

of depth,

dealt

team,

the

a number

the

times

for the Wom-

by

injuries

Hoyas

and

have

of setbacks,

a

been

manifest-

ed in a 6-9 record through this week's
play.
The month of December was difficult for the Blue and Gray. After
hard-fought losses to the Lady Terps
of Maryland and the Howard Bison,
the. Hoyas ended their five game skid

with a 77-40 trouncing of Catholic.
~

While

averaging

outing
and a

almost

70

points per

in these games, early injuries
lack of height have kept the

Hoyas

from

seriously

challenging

their taller opponents.
" Traveling

John’s

to

the

University

campus

for

the

Holiday - Tournament,

could

fare

and

two

no

Big

the

better

defeats.

of

than

The

St.

East
Hoyas

one

win

enough

to

overtake

Facing

Boston

round,

Georgetown

College

in

rolled

Syracuse.

the
by

next
the

Eagles 81-56, avenging their season
opener in which BC prevailed. Diane
Tolliver led scoring with 20 points;
K. C. Comerford topped the 1,000point mark after a little more than
‘two seasons for Georgetown. In the
last game the Blue and Gray were
not as fortunate, as Seton Hall pre’

C.

Comerford’s

33

by a Hoya

this

most
one

point

short

of her

Opening the 1982 portion of the
year, GU upset the Badgers of Wisconsin, 65-64. Kit Hepp led scorers
with 21 while Comerford iced the
game
with

with
only

two
clutch free throws
seconds
remaining.
The

team

traveled to Fairleigh

Dickinson

for their next game, but this
seesaw contest ended on the

side

of the ledger. FDU

66-64

decision,

which

team’s

time a
wrong

bounced

dropped

fortunes,

but

last

game

them one step.ahead

was tied

Sunday

GU

11

Floyd

hit

More

times i in the
and

two

im-

the

last

shot

of

a one-point

importantly,

the

advan-

however,

Pat

Ewing collected his third foul shorly
before the'end of the half.

A questionable offensive foul call
on

Ewing

within

utes of the
to

next

the bench,

the

Bruin

penetrated

the

GU

Gill,

to play.
coach

bid

Mary

will

Briese

be

has

quite

doubtful.
But -the gains made this
year will be the building blocks needed in the competitive years to come.

a

perfect

lob

pass

that

-John

slammed

home

in the basket

Syracuse

an

insurmountable

point lead.
‘Rautins
their

free

back

|
and

Hawkins

throws

hopes

five-

any

Georgetown

of

come

had.

Eric

Floyd hit a meaningless lay-up with 2
seconds left to give him a game high
20 points. Santifer had 19 and Bruin

17 for the Orangemen.
Free Throws: The game was delayed
for 15 minutes during the first half
paramedics

tended to

injured

most

of

sustained

head

and
shoulder
injuries including a
fractured skull. By Sunday night her
condition was listed as stable.

Syracuse 75, Georgetown 70
Orangemen
(75):
Bruin
6 5-7 17,

Rautins 3 4-4 10,
Hawkins
1 2-2 4,

Waldron 3 0-0 6, Santifer 6 7-9 19,
Payton 4 2-2 10, Kerins 4 1-2 9.
Totals 28 21-26 75.
(70):

Jones

0

2-3

2,

Brown

Attendance—25,623

Georgetown vs. Providence
Saturday 8 p.m., Providence Civic

Monday, 8 p.m., Capital Centre.

Ctr.

have been the scourge of the conference thus far. The ’Cats (12-2,
4-0) are led by all-Big East center:
John Pinone (19,8 ppg, 7.2 rpg)
who
will
provide
Pat
Ewing’s

their

biggest

upset,

toppl-

pick:

Georgetown

Villanova vs. Georgetown

by

6.

East

Rollie = Massimino’s

toughest

Wildcats

test to date at the boards.

Starters Stuart ' Granger,
Aaron
Howard, and super-frosh Ed Pinckney give the Wildcats championship

talent on any given

day.

of a strong bench has kept
victories to the barest of
but they continue to win.
to look for in this Big
Game of the Week will be

Lack

Wildcat
margins,
Factors
East TV
defense,

home court
control the

support, and who can
tempo of the game.

This game
Georgetown
a rivalry that
HOYA pick:

will go to the wire.
leads the series 8-7 in
dates to 1921-22.
Georgetown by 4.

qualifying

A
A
a
&

Kevin

King,

|

1s

whose

list. John

Sullivan finished

in the Washington Post after the 75-70 loss to

their own

the Carrier Dome

fans

town,

wait

1982s

for

the

“Beast

home
fanwise. Finals and
be characterized as “Least

and

the Madison

vaunted

Square

Georgetown

Garden.

Hoyas

to

But

come

to

of the East’ finds things a little quieter at

vacation

aside,

the

student

turnout

could

best

of the East.” If you're one of the faithful who
have repeatedly made it out to the Cap Centre rather than alibi that you
were “in Pierce,” do not take this personally. This is not for those of you
who bought the
ment with plans

kind
|

who

McDonough package instead of taking the fifth
to tune in the games on Channel 5. And if you

neither likes basketball

nor cares what “Hoya

amendare the

Saxa’’ means, this

is not for you. I am making this plea to the many fair-weather fans who
have yet to come out to the Capital Centre this year: to ‘some who have
yet to use the 12 game package -get out there!
Many of these people cried the loudest when the Hoyas lost to Syracuse
Sunday afternoon. They complain of poor play, but have they actually

seen the team
Villanova

out there? The Hoyas have played seven games before a stu-

teampreview,

the fight song is there for everyone

pay up to $8 a game) outnumber the students three to one.
Consider

this:

date, only about

for

the

UNLV

game,

600 out of some

which

has been

body's

Monday

night,

intermittent

a national

it’s

time

to

attendance.

ranking deserves

stop

making

It’s time

basement,

to learn, and

the biggest

draw

at
to

2,200 student ticket holders bought the

bus tickets. For BC and the earlier games, the numbers
With the more-than-confident Villanova Wildcats coming

Lauinger, out of Healy

and

This Week in the Big East

in

sold out

Big

human

pyramid

Ae

:

game

Sp

Once the doormat of the Big
East, the Providence Friars showed
signs of coming alive last year,
knocking off GU 61-58 last year,

quoted

Syracuse cheerleader Michelle Munn.
The cheerleader had fallen from a

1 0-0 2,/Floyd 8 4-4 20, G. Smith
1 1-2 3, Martin 1 2-2 4, E. Smith 6 00 12, Ewing 3 0-5 6, Hancock 2 3-5 7,
Spriggs 6 2-3 14. Totals 28 14-24 70.

he spent

Thompson,

. They
while

to give

hit both

to stifle

affected

meter

easing up at the end of his 1500 meter race left him just off the IC4A

Syracuse.

Bruin

Hoyas

HOYA

Maura

with

fortune

race

the qualifying
A similar mis-

“Playing in front of a crowd like that is part oflthe challenge. Give me
those 25,000 screaming and it makes a tough situation. . . . Maybe we'll
create the same kind of situation in Washington.’

zone

min-

AIAW

Hoyas

ond half comeback that brought the
team’s record to 6-9 with 11 games

playoff

Hoyas for good. At 1:51 Ewing finally hit a field goal that was not a dunk
to bring Georgetown to within one,
On the next Syracuse trip down the
floor

3000

‘Here Comes Villanowa

i

was the speed of 6’5” forward
Bruin, however, that buried the

back

begun the slow task of rebuilding
the Hoya squad in a year where an

In the contest,

Ginger
Zimmerman,
and
Kit Hepp
contributed 12 points each in a sec-

year

:

the

Get Psyched Hoyas,

with

three

where

first

ing Big East titlist Boston College
67-65 in the conference tournament. After a few years absence,
PC mentor Joe Mullaney returns
four starters, including Big East
rebound leader Otis Thorpe (7.7
rpg). Though their record (7-8,0-5)
is deceiving, most of those conference losses were extremely close.
Georgetown leads the series which
dates back to 1955-56, 3-2.

First

day

half sent him

the afternoon. The referees seemed
extraordinarily industrious in blowing their whistles, calling 45 fouls

and

American, 60-56.

by

half to give them

the

however,

points

Orangemen

eeked out a

have begun a slow improvement. Returning home Jan. 7th, GU handed
Yale a 79-51 embarrassment at MecDonough Arena. Next, the Blue and
Gray fought valiantly in a losing
cause at Syracuse, 55-54. Pennsylvania turned back the Hoyas 62-57 later

that . week,

Syracuse

pressive alley-oop dunks by Ewing.
kept the Hoyas close, and at 1:20
Mike
Hancock's twisting, fall-away
shot in the lane again gave Georgetown the lead at 37-36, but the

team’s mark to 2-8.
The:

It
Tony

while

tage.

Orangemen

(sic) opened up the series by overtaking the Hoyas 82-78. Kit Hepp’s
19 points led the team, but it was
not

K.

the

season, it was
career high.

While the winter break boosted
the successes of the Georgetown

Men’s

80-71.

was

to keep

of

half.
14

points

defense

foul, and
him with

of the Hoyas who managed to take
the lead once on a Floyd jumper in
the lane at 12-11, but they soon relinquished- the lead and spent the
majority of the first half playing
catch-up.-

Blue and Gray.

vailed,

tough

managed

Refrain

by John Ross

the

in

On The Bench / John Reagan

and got the ball on the corner of the
Georgetown controlled the openfoul lane. He gave Ewinga sharp fake,
ing tip, but Patrick Ewing missed a
turn-around jumper and then com- * Ewing went up, and when he crashed
down on Bruin’s back he was out of
mitted his first foul at the other end
the game with his fifth foul, finishing
of the court. Syracuse soon had the
with 6 points and 2 blocked shots.
lead and another advantage. Within
Bruin hit both free throws. Seconds
four
minutes
of the opening
tap,
later Eric Santifer intercepted a Gene
Georgetown’s = seven-footer,
(who
Smith pass and hit the streaking Bruin
leads the nation in blocked shots with

Rah! Rah! Rah! for dear old Georgetown
Cheer for victory today
Ere the sun has sunk to rest in the cradle of the West
In the clouds we’ll proudly float the Blue and Gray.

lines could

finished

ten assists.

ruary 8.

their Crimson

He

mark

was five seconds off
mark for the 1C4A’s.

third in the’ 1000 meter race.

Leo Rautins, a 6’8” transfer from

Writer

8:25

Next Week in HOYA Sports

during the 40 minute game.

by Bill Latham

Ss game.

HOYAS—WILDCATS

Game Win Streak, 75-70

The Hoyas
cuse at home

forever, lie down.

In long-distance events, Ed Healy's

Syracuse Ends GU’s 13

town, 75-70.

Lie down forever, lie down.
There goes old . . . Georgetown, straight fora . . . rebound
See how they . . . gain ground
Lie down forever, lie down

American John Gregorek successfully defended his 800 meter championship this year, taking the laurels in
1:50.5;
Fred Brown drives for a Hoya basket in Wednesday

-

was George-

section of the 500m in 1:05.9. All- .

Halftime:
Huskies
25, Hoyas 21.
Fouled Out: McKay Ewing.
‘Technical fouls: Coach Thompson,
Ewing (Rim).
Attendance:

Invitational

Sophomore
Brian McNellis also
had a strong showing, winning his
section of the 500 meterrunin1:04.6
and finishing fourth in the half mile
in 1:54 S John Pedati won the other

Hoyas (52): Jones 4 5-6 13, Brown.
2 2-3 6, Floyd 5 0-1 10, G. Smith 0
0-0 0, Martin 2 0-0 4, Blaylock 0 O-

streak

hoy

how

lights in the

town’s second place finish in the 4x
mile relay.
Freshman
Kevin King
opened up with an impressive 4:05
opening leg to get the Hoyas going,
and by John, Gregorek’s anchor run
the Hoyas were closing in on the
New York Athletic: Club team at the
front. But Gregorek’s 1:54 half-mile
‘split could not overtake the NYAC
anchor, and the Hoyas settled forsecond with a combined time of 16:37.

Connecticut 63, Georgetown 52

This being the middle of an exciting basketball season, the HOY A
proudly reprints the time-honored Georgetown Fight Song. Take it with
you to the games\to come, and make your voice part of Georgetown bas-

Lie down

up

the situation at hand by saying, “Everybody has their ups and downs but
we're not ready to sweep up! the rug
and go home.”

re
Rm A

Thompson,

The Dartmouth Invitational
at
Hanover, N.H., attracted teams from
around the nation. One of the high-

but fouls

doomed the Hoyas down the stretch.
A four-guard offense was employed
late in the game to try to change the
momentum, but to no avail. “You
don’t catch up with offense,” said

on 5-13 field goal shooting, the. third

~The Hoyas began the game as if
they were ready to blow out the
\ Huskies, building an early 6-1 margin
before U.Conn
returned
10 unan3 lead set the tempo

remaining,

summed

tant meets.

TR pe

the Huskies’

7:13

Thompson

sea-

were even lower.
into town for the

excuses

to get

out of

for the

the

dorms,

student
out

of

and into those buses. A 14-3 record and

better than a half-empty

arena.

\

Once there was'a name for Georgetown basketball fans “intimidating.”
In the 60s and early 70’s a group of students known as the Animals made
life difficult for every visitor coming into McDonough Arena. Loud, intimidating, and occasionally .obnoxious, these students believed in the power
of the spectators to get their team, so to say, “psyched.” McDonough
Arena, once dubbed the “Animal Farm” (by this very newspaper), was a |
literal hotbed of Hoya rooters during this time. “Guests” knew quite well
that the people behind the bench were just as important in the game as
those on the bench.
You can still see faint glimpses of the “Animal Farm’ atmosphere at
McDonough,

but

except

for a few alumni, a couple of seniors, and a group

here or there, it’s not the same. For it’s that parabolic edifice out in Landover that is our home now, not the oft-quoted “friendly confines of
McDonough Arena.” A bit of the Hoya spirit has been lost along the way
to Landover. Fifty-cent beer and a five minute walk from the Quad may
be history, but Hoya spirit is far from just a memory. Monday night can be
a rebirth in that loyalty. So go out and cheer for the Hoyas, and don’t forget Syracuse arrives in only two weeks.
Here’s what to do for Monday’s game:
1) Get a bus ticket. The buses are there for students, but every home game
have seen these yellow mastodons sit idly by as only a-handful of Blue and
Gray arrive. All it takes is to get to McDonough by 1:30 today with your
ID. And it’s free.
2) Go

to

the game.

Face

it, a ticket

stub

doesn’t

fill a seat.

You

paid for

that seat in Landover, so if there’s any time to use it, this critical game is
it. So what will you miss if you go? A carrel ini Lauinger? MFA*S*H? Your
dirty laundry?
3) Wear blue. Fair-weather fans may not know it, but at a place like Landover, there’s power in numbers. Show some spirit and fill the student sec-

tion solid blue. Get out that blue sweatshirt, that wrinkled ‘Skin the Wildcats” cap from last year, and show your colors.
4) Get into the game. Let yourself be heard. After all, you're not from
Maryland or Rutgers or even (sic) Syracuse. You go to Georgetown, and a
little partisan pride won’t hurt. John Thompson has said repeatedly that
students can make the difference at the Cap Centre, and they can. So bring
that pom-pom, that blue towel, that big banner for TV. But mostly, bring
your spirit.
i
S) Take a copy of the HOY A to the game. Why not? It’s got a copy of the
Villanova team roster, the fight song is there for everyone to learn, and at
the

player

announcements,

the

student

section

in unison

can pull the pap-

er in front of their face in a show of indifference to the visiting Wildcats.
Besides, it’s good reading on the bus.

_ i

Hoyas have been out-rebounded. The
Hoyas were pegged with 26 fouls,
and foul shots accounted for 22 of

with

Coach

track

=e

‘the first game since Dec. 28 that the

45-43

game.

indoor

ed deono
Te

it was

U.Conn player miss both free throws.
Another
controversy
developed
when the official scorer failed to
count a GU basket scored during a
foul. After minutes of discussion, the
points were granted.
The Hoyas narrowed the count to

their

.

Conn),

the

to

ey

'U.

watched

beginning

son by faring strongly in two impor-

x

(27-25,

then

The Georgetown University Men’s
Track team completed an impressive

The Hoyas. will try to regroup
against the Providence Friars tomorrow night, at the Providence Civic
Center. The Hoyas split with the Friars last year, and ironically, handed
the Hoyas their last loss in McDonough Arena prior to Wednesday's
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technical foul,
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' “It isi not a time for us to panic,”
advised John Thompson
after the
Hoyas lost to the Connecticut Huskies, 63-52, before a vocal crowd of
4,520 at McDonough Arena. It was
the second straight defeat for the
Hoyas, now 14-4 overall, 3-2 in the
Big East.
“Connecticut didn’t surprise me,”
Thompson
remarked, ‘they didn’t
“do anything different. They made
their shots, we didn’t. We just didn’t
execute well.”
The reasons were many for the
~ Hoyas’
performance.
U.Conn
shot
57% (19-37) from the field and 75%
+ (25-33) from ‘the line, while GU shot
43% (22-31) from the floor and 67%
(8-12) from the line. While rebounds

by Jeff Scharpf

After the game Aleksinas commented ‘that Ewing is “definitely a
player. He played me clean.”

3

Staff Writer

Several of the refereees’ calls were
met by loud booing from the crowd,
yelling which reached a crescendo
when an official away from the play
called a foul on Eric Floyd. This was
followed by Coach Thompson's extreme displeasure—and the “t.” The
crowd roared its disapproval at the

2
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by Wade Malone
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